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[ EDITORIAL]
WORLD RECOGNIZED BORAH

New Barrack* Built By
Convict Labor To Be
Completed Next Month
The new brick, steel and concrete
barracks at the Maine State Farm,

We confess to having been out of patience at times with
the late Senator William E. Borah, actuated, of course, by a
spirit in which partisanship predominated. We did not feel
that a man so pre-eminently fitted to be a leader of the Re
publican party should so constantly be an "off horse,” when
he could have guided the Republican Ship of State into safe
waters instead of giving comfort to the common enemy. We
felt that he should not have continued to run on a Republican
ticket when his interests were so often vested in another
party. But death levels all, and now is the time to concede
as many nations have done that he was the greatest states
man who has ever come out of the West. The world Is proud
of him and the Republican party is proud of having been the
instrumentality which made him the dean of the Senate, the
man who will probably be remembered—and rightfully so—
after all of the present Incumbents have passed on.

THREE CENTS A COPY

TACKLED TIMELY PROBLEMS

Volume 95.................... Number 10.

“THE BLACK CAT”

The Municipal Officers From Three Counties
“Talked Shop’ At Community Building

Problems which have vexed muni cotta; Melvin Lawry and Guy Bescipal officers down through the ages sey, Friendship; Thomas R. Win
.
... .
were discussed by representatives ston and Arthur F. Hart. Hope; Ar
completion, and will be ready for
thur W. Davis. Bryan M Hodgkins,
from Knox. Lincoln and Waldo
occupancy sometime next month ac
E. W. McCurda and H. A. Clark.
Counties at the Community Building Jefferson.
cording to Warden John H. Welch.
Stand fast, therefore, in the
Practically all the outside work on
yesterday, and while the addresses
H. W. Richardson, H. A. Shibles
liberty wherewith Christ hath the building is done now. and work
and open forum discussions were a and Bertha Shibles, Knox; Harold
tpide us free, and be not en is going on inside.
bit dry for the layman they held A. Miller and John W. MacLeod,
tangled again with the yoke of
Construction of the new $20,000
the closest attention of the 100 or Lincolnville; L. M. Howes, W. R.
bondage. Gal. 5: 1.
building was begun in May, the
more who attended the sessions Cole and Roy M. Trask, 'Liberty;
funds from an emergency resolve i
forenoon and afternoon.
Fred F. Barden and Fred A. Tasker,
AS TO PARTY PLATFORMS
passed last winter by legislature. |
David H. Stevens, town manager Monroe; Delia M. Hale, Leola C.
Prom 12 to 15 men have been em- I
of Milo, president of the Maine Hancock, and Samuel W. Hancock.
A w’ider acquaintance with the Republican State plat
ployed, all prison labor with the ex(By The Roving Reporter)
Municipal association was unable Nobleboro; George Beverage, W. L.
form, and a broader knowledge of its component parts before
Membership Meeting At ceptlon of the brick masons.
to
be
present
owing
to
illness
ln
his
Ames.
Herman
W.
Crockett
and
J.
It is adopted, is proposed by the Young Republican Club, and
family, and presiding officer was B. Crockett, North Haven; Roble F.
to that end they offer two new methods. Officers of the organi
Thomaston Wednesday Location of the new building is
From several sources came a re-1 In the United States there are but
_ ,
one eighth of a mile toward the
Roy H. Owlsley, of Hallowell, execu Ames and Frank McCabe, North- sponsc to the query' concerning that 38 tri-weekly newspapers. The Couzation's clubs voted to ask the committee to choose between
Night — Joe Stickney S cashing fine from the old barracks.
tive secretary of the association.
port; Gerald U. Margeson. Eino J. cold winter, and by this time the ( rier-Gazette is said by competent
one of these suggestions:
which have beoome overcrowded
Mayor Edward R. Veazie wel Anderson and J. Dana Knowlton, writers have doubtless have read the ' judges, to take a high rank among
Pictures
1. To hold, prior to the Btate convention, a series of
with 40 men quartered in the 10 or
hearings on planks submitted by party members and to submit
comed the group, which held its Owl s Head.
article in last Saturday's issue, based them. The number of dally newsA meeting of the Knox County ,2 rooms of what
formerly a
to the convention reports based on the sentiment brought out
first session at 10 a. m. Following
Archibald Gillis and Havard E. on entries in Mrs. Grant's diary.
i papers decreased, but there are still
at
the
hearings.
Fish A- Game Association will be (arm house. Though not fully
his
talk.
Mr.
Owsley
gave
an
ad

—
o
—
|
2015 of them left. Daily newspaper
Harriman.
Prospect;
Edward
R.
2. To defer construction of the platform until after the
held Wednesday at the Congrega- planned as yet. it is thought that
dress. "Calling and Conducting Veazie, Charles H. Morey, and Carl
Mrs. C. B. Tolman of Warren sent circulation was 1,244,718 less than
June primaries when the party's successful candidates would
Town Meetings’’. This was followed O. Nelson, Rockland; Arthur K. us a clipping from The Courier- i *n 1938do the drafting in conference with the State committee.
tional vestry in Thomaston w th the old barracks alii be remodeled
into an apartment house for use by
Either proposal, officers voting said, would make the plat
by an open forum.
Walker. Mrs. Lida G. Champney and Oazette quoting Maurice Wellman
supper at 6.30.
Free ground for the erection of a
resident guards to be located at the
form more directly representative of the wishes of rank-andHarold E. Crawford, head of the J. J. Dunbar. Rockport; Robert H. of that town as saying that there
Joseph 8. 3t;rk.iey, director of farm.
Catholic
Church inside the New
file members. Under the first plan, actual platform drafting
municipal division of the state de Woodward, Angle M. Woodward and were 56 days of sub-eero weather in
Wild Life Research will show picThe size of the new building is
would be. as now, ln the hands of a State convention committee
partment of audit, conducted an in W. D. Sprowl, South Bristol; Min the winter of 1933-34. On two of the York Worlds Fair was offered to
tures in connection with Wild Life 100 by 60 feet, with provision for
and subject to floor amendments. The second, while taking
formal discussion of problems relat nie A. Alden. Emily W. Morris. Fred days, in Warren, the mercury regis Church authorities last year, but
the job entirely out of the convention’s hands, is not without
Research in Maine.
80 beds In a one room dormitory.
ing to municipal accounting and au- H. Smalley, Almond C. Hall. F. Her- tered 40 degrees below zero. It was they turned It down, it was disclosed
by Miss Hildreth Meier, mural paint
precedent. New Hampshire and several other States draw up
diting and to the preparation of, bert Pierson, Joseph T. Simmons considered warm when the tempera
At a recent meeting of the di- There also wiU * » combination
er,
speaking to 1000 Catholic women
the
platform
after
the
primaries.
State
committee
members
lounge and guard room on the front.
financial statements for the annua1, and Albert J. Smalley. St. George. ture rose to 20 below.
rectors and advisory council it was
at a communion breakfast at the
would act as presiding officers at the hearings, somewhat
In the basement will be located a
town report. Many items of inter
Clifford H. Buck and Cecil Pierce.
voted to make certain changes with large recreation room, dining room,
Waldorf-Astoria. "But there will
similar to legislative hearings, proposed under the first
est to town officers were brought Searsport; Lewis M. Simmons, Eu
Mrs. F. D. Hathorne of 14 Dunn
be a Catholic Church on the fair
suggestion and would report to the convention.
reference to future meetings. It was kitchen, boiler room,
out in a question period which fol gene T. Harrington and Sidney O street, Thomaston, writes: "I have
grounls ln 1940," she announced.
It is not surprising that progressive Republican groups
the consensus of opinion that the ' Window sashes are of steel and
lowed his talk.
a
diary
of
the
winter
of
1934
From
Hurd. South Thomaston; Edwin
It would be, she said, a scale model
should seek some other method of producing a party platform.
Burnett I. Shur. member of thc Molllson and A. T. Nickerson, Swan the 6th of February until the 18th,
I gradual decline of membership was th* small panes will make bars un
i five feet high and three feet wide,
As conventions are now constituted—and have been for a
necessary.
Tlie
hip
roof
is
shingled
It
was
zero,
or
below,
except
the
11th,
Cumberland bar and assistant cor ville; Oeorge E. Oillchrest and F.
possibly due by what might be
j “a perfect Catholic Church in all
great many years—the platforms are written over night by a
with fire proof asphalt shingles.
poration counsel of the city of Port A. Linekin. Thomaston; Herbert L. 12th and 13th. On the 9th it was ! details of liturgical requirements"
termed as too formal In view of
committee
on
resolutions,
and
read
in
the
afternoon
after
a
Water supply will be from an ar
land, was the first speaker of the Grinnell, W. George Payson. Grevis 35 below zero, that was cold weather.”
, It will be the central exhibit of a
this it was resolved to have three
third of the delegates have departed. The men who make up
tesian well just outside the foun
afternoon, taking for his subject. F. Payson, Clarence Leonard and
I display of miniature rooms which
of the four regular meetings purely
the convention do not have time to digest the various planks
dation wall.
A Warren woman, who signs "An
“The Law of Pauper Settlements I Curtis M Payson, Union; Freeman
were shown last year at the Oolden
and scant opportunity to debate them on the floor. The move
stag and the fourth—orchids for
In 1933 the new piggery was built
Interested Reader," writes: "I think
and
Notices
’
.
j
L.
Roberts
and
Harland
A.
Townment of the Young Republican Club may start something, and
Gate International Exposition in
the ladies with special notice and
”Some Recommendations for Im- ' send, Vinalhaven.
on the high hill at the rear of the
the winter to which Sidney Cope
| special entertainment.
, San Francisco, she said.
it might be a good idea if it did.
farm superintendent s home. Made
proving Local Tax Assessments", I Mrs M. Louise Miller. William H. land refers is that of 1934 ICorrectl.
The present meeting will be one of
entirely of concrete blocks with the
was the topic discussed by Frank H. Brooks, Jr.. Chester N. Light and E According to a diary kept at that
Tlie hat wardrobe consists of 12
I particular interest as reports of the
Holley. State tax assessor, and the I AshleyWalter. Jr., Waldoboro; ',lme the thf™onlet*r Jan
16 was Hats. There are two dress hate: the
exception of the roof, it was put up
activities of the association for the
by convict labor. Capacity is more
final speaker was Francis W. Sulli- Oeorge W. Starrett, Clifford M 6 bekw: Jan 22 24 below; Jan 31. sllk topper for evening wear with
past year will be given in detail. The
van. legal counsel. Maine Municipal Spear. S. A. Watts. Harold A Boggs. 20 below; Feb 6 15 below; Feb 7> "tails" and the folding opera for
than 100 hogs. It also contains a
association now possesses its own
association, whose topic was "Legal Roland A. Starrett, H. L. Kennis- 28 below: Feb 9 28 below On the theatre and other evening occasions.
convenient slaughter house with
oxygen tank for transporting well
Remedies for the Collection of Tax-1 ton and W. E. Vinal. Warren; Miss Iasl date Bost<m I'pP°rt»'d all previ- i Pcr business wear there are five
scalding equipment and cutting
matured fish to our lakes and
tables. About the same time a ce
es" Open forums followed each Mariena A. Mitchell and Sidney ous records broken with a tempera- essentl#1 hals: the Homburg for
streams. This will assure better
ture of 18 below. The diary Feb 16 buglncss
black or
wft
ment manure pit was installed at
address.
Humes. Washington; Harvey R.
I Ashing in our nearby waters. The
records
13
below,
and
on
Feb
28.
28
|
for
Mmi
.
formal
wear
brlm
the rear of the dairy bam. which
Those who registered were:
Pease and Stanton A Sherman.
tank was acquired through the ef
below. March 2 Boston recorded its |
. „„„
conserves fertilizer by presention of
O. T. Keene. H. C. Edgecomb. B • Wiscasset.
for all-around wear, the derby for
forts and personal contributions of
Tlie Bonney Workers have come Christian work. His ventriloquism is J. Ness and Roland Gushee, Apple- f Others besides the speakers were warmest day since Jan. I.”
seepage and drainage.
dressy day wear, the off-the-face
members of the association and deA year or two later, a three car and conquered. The large congre truly remarkable. His use of these ton; Charles E Poole and H. F. j R P. Barstow. State Bnreau of taxhat for dress-up contrast, and the
I serves the support of all fishermen
Writing from Thomaston, Mrs. light-weight felt for between sea
garage of concrete blocks with large gations which attended the open methods of teaching religion was Miller. Bremen; Charles E. Lord,; ation. Augusta; William M. Rea,
| which can be expressed in no finer
written
up
in
an
issue
of
the
Ameri
Ralph
Ayers adds another chill to son and early fall. Hate proper for
ing
evangelistic
services
being
con

storage space In the upper story was
I manner than active membership in added to the farm superintendent's ducted in the First Baptist Church can Magazine. On Sunday after Percy T. Keller and Mrs. Myrtle B. Bureau of Taxation, Newport, and the record of that frigid winter:
sports occasions are Included: There
Sherman.
Camden;
Ralph
A.
GallaPeter
Mills,
field
consultant,
Maine
| the association.
"Otis Robinson of Cushing says are a rugged Tyrolean, proper for
quarters. Still another improve-1 Sunday were ‘ sold” on the Bon- noon he organized the children in gher and S. J. Knowlton, Damaris-; Municipal association.
There will be advance sale of
that long zero spell of weather was | eith„ gpcctator w actlV(,
ment in 1935 was the big two-decker neys. And that is not because the to a Bonney Booster Band in con
I tickets in order to meet the guaranlnl932. He remembers it. The mer- „ ?emLsport straw The correct hate
henery with room for 2.000 hens, Rockland people are easily satis nection with the meetings.
I tee of the Ladies Auxiliary Tickets
cun' in our thermometer went down ! f„r 6Ummer and
wear
A
splendid
group
of
young,
people
fied.
Rockland
has
had
some
of
the
built adjacent to the piggery' on the ,
I may be obtained from the following. hill.
out of sight, and stayed there all one aLso „ part of
wanJrobe.
outstanding evangelista of the coun listened to Mr. Bonney Sunday eve
I Albert Elliot, Warren Everett.
Relief Contribu- Young People’s Christian day We learned from a neighbor j panama for mld.siunmer ww and
The problem of suitable vegetable try conduct campaigns here. The ning at 6.15 as he gave his message Hoover
it registered 35 below Eero. Once in
I Thomaston; Putman P. Bicknell.
and
outlined
what
the
young
people
Bonneys
are
not
one
whit
behind
the straw sailor for town wear. But
Hon* Listed—Additional Union Took Charge At the a lifetime is enough we think."
I Crie Hardware Store. Df. Walter P. storage was solved in 1938 by the any of them.
can do to help in the campaign. At
of
course all of this relates to the
construction of the Aroostook pota
To Local Finnish Canvas*
I Conley, Rockland; Clarence LeonUniversalist Church
Rev. Gerald Bonney who directs that time he organized the Win"high hate."
to
house
at
the
rear
of
the
old
bar

Via the Bean Birrel Club comes
lard, Union; Frank E. Morrow.
Answering the request of many
racks. This house with concrete floor the work Is well qualified for his Some Club He will speak to young
An
unusually
inspiring
service
was
j
hint
of a new Industry said to have
I Hamilton Hall, Camdtn; Oscar
One year ago: Ernest Young died
people
each
evening
at
7
o'clock.
citizens and co-operating wth Clar
and ten foot concrete walls, divided work. It Is easy for congregations
held at the Church ol Immanuel bccn Incorporated by Woodbury at Matinlcus—Charles McIntosh
Starrett. Warren; Alfred C. Hocking
Mrs.
Bonney,
who
Is
the
preacher
to
sing
when
he
directs
as
he
easily
ence C. Stetson, chairman of thc
into three bins, takes care of 1750
1st Oeorge; McDonalds Drug Store.
slips from one old hymn to an of the campaign, won the hearts of Hoover drive for Finnish Relief on Sunday morning, when the mem- i
! C°Tpleted hU 'Wlnter lce harvwt'
barrels of root vegetables.
nothing paid in Thc article to be |wlth i4.lnch ice cakes —Rev. H. M
1 Thomaston; Donald Leach. Harold
The upper story Is a storage room other. As he takes his place at the her listeners by her straightforward, for Maine, The Courier-Oazette has i hers of tlie newly organized Young
leach. Rockland; Willis Vlnal. Warsympathetic thrown its columns open io reren-ipeop.es Christian Union took full tion stool and ladder, invented by Purrlngton, formerly of Warren, died
piano to teach some new chorus or thought - provoking,
lren; H. A Harris. St George and for farm machinery. Plans for this sing some simple prayer there Is messages. Her ability to graphically mg of funds for the campaign. This charge of the service.
|
Klni? of Metlnlc durlng lhc &1. at Mechanic Falls, aged 79 years.
building were drawn by Elmer Ful
—Raymond L. Pendleton was elect
I Richard Gorden, Union.
describe
what
she
has
seen,
and
the
absence
of
professionalism,
rt
nd
j
is
separate
from
and
supplementing
ton, farm superintendent.
Thc members, all wearing robes. ]ent moments on the island. A ed president of thc Baptist Brother
j the drive made by the local Finnihh
The lumber used in all the build - there is the feeling of intimacy and then from it teach a profound truth
marched in the processional with model Is being exhibited at the B B hood Class.—Hie Rockiand 8tamp
A STRONG CANDIDATE
is unique. Her messages are en folk and also being listed in these the vested choir, singing, witli tlie club
_____
mgs has been cut from the woodland friendliness.
Club held its first annual exhibition
Mr. Bonney is truly at home with riched by a charming humor that 1 columns.
congregation, the processional hymn '_______________________________
Thomas Macdonald will be a <onnec*ed with thc farm. Bricks for
To avoid any confusion, the en- ■Holy. Holy. Holy." Lincoln McRae
.
Icandidale for the Republican notni- tlw ne* barracks were made by thc the children and young people. Al plays all through them. But through
though no meeting had been an it all she never loses sight of her 1 tire llsit of C.-O. contributors is Jr. conducted thc response service, j
TIlC KlWHIUS CIllD
I nation for representative to the stat<‘ al South Windham.
____
,
____
I l egislature frcm Belfast in the
A prison cemetery was established nounced for Sunday afternoon 83 main purpose, to bring her hearers presented today starting from the Louise Veazie read the lesson from '
I June primaries. Mr Macdonald is at tbp farm in the fal1 of *937. near children were present at 3 o'clock. into a consciousness of their re
.ttnd Clarcnce Obeerves 25th Anniversary Maine State Police Will
plainly indicated in all future list- Butler the New Testament lesson
president cf the Belfast Chamber Uie Junction of the Spear Brook and ' As he went from one portion of his sponsibility to God.
Have That System—Bid*
Of Order — Judge Cony
On every day except Saturday lngs.
James Jordan led tlie congregation I
Iof Commerce and Lions Club, a ,bc O*°r8cs River. This land was program to another he held his
there
will
be
a
meeting
for
child

The
Courier-Gazette
list
of
conin prayer and tlie entire member
Idirector of tlie Maine Publicity set aP®rt as a burial spot for pris- 1 young audience under perfect con
Are Asked
Of Augusta the Speaker
ship, with Mrs. Winola Cooper con
I Bureau and the Belfast Boys Club oners' u-bo remain unclaimed after trol. ' By his magic tricks and ren at 3.45 and for young people 1 tributors to date includes;
The Rockland Klwanis Club par- ! State Police Chief John W. Healy
"Jerry' the dummy he delighted his at 7 o clock. These meetings will be Clifford Smith......................... $25 00 ducting, sang two finely rendered
land proprietor of Bay View Farm deatl>
[Marcia
Farwell
......................
5.00
conducted
by
Mr.
Bonney.
There
ticipated
In the Kith anniversary states bids will be asked immediateyoung friends and taught them val
anthems "Hymn of The Pilgrims"
lat Bpifast.
A friend .................................. l oo by McDowell and "The Shepherd celebration last night at the Copper 'I.v for equipment to be used in the
j
will
be
a
general
prayer
meeting
uable
lessons.
RED JACKET'S CHARTER
Mr Bonney is a member of the In 'conducted by Mrs. Bonney ln the Eddie Whalen Orchestra........ 15.00 Psalm" by Prothero,
Kettle, with Judge Robert A. Cony construction of a two-way radio
system for Maine State Police.
The
United
States
Maritime
Com

ternational Association of Magi Ladies Parlor at 7 o'clock. Then The Courier-Gazette .............. 10 00
The President, Miles Sawyer gave of Augusta as guest speaker.
BENEFIT SHOW FOR
Mrs John Whalen ................ 1.00 an address, telling of the work
Initial bids will call for the pur
mission today received two bids for cians and uses his talent wholly in the great public service at 7.30.
Following dinner the broadcast by
JUNIOR DRUM CORPS charter on a bareboat basis of the
Mr. & Mrs. C. W. Sheldon ..... 6 00 which the organization has already
chase and installation of headquarEnsign Otis ...... . .................. 10.00 done and of its alms and purposes Bennett O Knudson, international ter stauons at Augusta and TTiomS.S. Red Jacket, one of the new C-2
UNIFORM FUND
Mrs.
A L. Perry, Rockville ..... 2 00 in the future. He stated tliat with president, was listened to. and Judge aston barracks with "approximately
type
cargo
ships,
as
follows:
Water

KEN MarKENZIE
Tenant's Harbor friend.......... 5.00 a membership of 33, the average at Cony spoke upon the human values ! 15 automobile radio stations,'* he
man Steamship Corporation, $19,000
and his
WGAN Radio Entertainers
per month, for service from Oulf
I. J. Shuman _____ _____ ___ 1.00 tendance at the devotional meetings of friendship and appreciation of said It is planned eventually to have
Plus Amateur Contest
Mrs. I. J. Shuman ................. 5.00 has been 30.
ports to ports tn the Orient; Mooreothers, illustrated by examples from 3,alions »' ,hc remaining barracks.
McCormack Lines, Inc.. *17,000 per
FRIDAY, FEB. 2
John Newman, Owl's Head .... LOO
Lucille Stanley gave the second (his long t<>rm al the bar judge Cony In Houlton, Bangor. Fairfield, Wells.
month, to be operated in the Ameri
COMMUNITY BITLDING
Lai tri Ilyvari, Owl's Head ....
1.00 address, whioh was by no means secbrought out forcibly the fact what with equipment for all cars.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
can Republic Line's service from New
Matinee 4 p. m„ 10c, 25c
Lillian McCurdy ..................... 2.00 j ond in point of quality. She told of a little kindness and trust will do
The work will be done by N.Y.A.
Evening, 8 p. m.. 15c, 25c, 35c
York to the east coast of South
E. M. Cunningham ............... 1.00 : the need the young people have of for a fellownian.
workers
from Quoddy Village witn
Elks and Their Friends
10*13 America.
Anonymous ............................. 5000 the church and of religion and
Immediately preceding dinner a N.Y.A technicians in charge and
Invited
Joseph Anderson..................... 50.00 pledged to the church the loyalty of short memorial service for Earle will call for no additions in State po
BUFFET LUNCH
Rock. Junior Women’s Club .. 2.00 the young people in all its undertak C. McIntosh, immediate past presi lice personnel at this time. Chief
Friend of the Under Dog ..... 50.00 ings.
dent, and charter member ot thc or Healey said they planned to have
Help the Infantile Paraly*i» Campaign!
W. B. Holder, for Cushing La
Four
other
members
acted
as
ush

ganization. was held.
work completed within five months.
* hi
dles' Aid ............................... 21.00 ers, William Weed, Douglas Cooper
Guests were Kiwanians George
ATTEND THE
First Baptist Friend................
50 Edward Williamson and Alfred Ben Merrill, Levi T. Williams, Daniel
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Wessaweskeag Grange .......... 5.00 ner.
Rice. Joseph Williams and Robert
Christian Youth Assn, and So.
Thc dignity, reverence and poise Faulkner of Augusta; guests of Ki
If I hue my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
Thomaston Sunday School .. 5.00 of these young people was noticed wanians were Edward R Veazie, Elon poetry
and Uaten to some music at
and commented upon by thc mem Gilchrist of Rockland, Joseph Vinal least once a week The loss of these
, _
_
, , „ i tastes Is a loss of happiness —Charles
Total to date ... .................$273.50 bers of the congregation and much of Warren, and Ben Beers of Lex-1 Darwiu
credit is due to Mr and Mrs. Coop ington. Mass.
RADIO
If you want to Rent a Room,
er, John Smith Lowe Jr. as well as
If radio's slim lingers
Tlie
semi-annual
meeting
of
the
to Dr. Lowe for this most helpful
Can pluck a melody
Sell the Cow, Turn Your Car
night and toss It over
Salvation Army Advisory Board of From
and inspiring service.
Into Cash, or Hire a Cook,
A continent or sea.
AU persons arr forbidden to cut
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00
If
the
petaled white notes
Rockland
will
be
held
at
the
Copper
An Appreciative Attendant
Of a violin
those Courier-Gazette Ads
wood on the property formerly
Kettle. Tuesday at 6 p. m. chairman Are blown across a mountain
Music By
owned by William Elliott, without
will help.
a city's din;
Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F. Arthur Lamb will preside and Major Or
If songs like crimson roses
permission of the Owl's Head will work the patriarchal degree on Albert Pickering, Divisional Officer Are
called from thin blue air,
Just Phone 770
Why should mortals wonder
Selectmen.
a class of candidates Wednesday of Maine New Hampshire and Ver U Ood hears prayer?
10-lt
10-12
--Ethel Romig Fuller
mont will be present.
night.
South Warren, with adequate room
to house 80 men is fast nearing

Fish And Gamers

1HEY CAME AND CONQUERED

Bonney Workers At First Baptist Church
Begin With Rousing Meetings

The C.-G. Fund

Inspiring Service

I

I

Two-Way Radio

LADIES’ NIGHT
ELKS HOME

PRESIDENTS BIRTHDAY BALL

Let Those Effective

COMMUNITY BUILDING

C.-G. Ads Hep You

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30

HAL’S TEN RHYTHMAIRES

PUBLIC NOTICE

Shipbuilding Boom

The Courier-Gazette

On Rockland Basketball Teams
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The sturdy, wind-blown coastal
communities of this State are today
being swept by a hurricane of ship
building contracts that is rapidly
wiping out local relief problems by
giving employment to more skilled
workers than at any other time in

TENANT'S HARBOR

Electric Cooking School in the
new all-electric kitchen on the stage
at Temple hall. Rockland, two
more Thursdays. Jan. 25 and Feb.
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff, borne
economics director, will be in
charge. Everybody cordially invited
plenty of room, big, comfortable
chairs. AU food given away. Most
attractive door prize will be given
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at
tending any or all of the meetings
being eligible to receive it.—adv.
7-T-13

Announcement

Largely In Bath, To Be Sure,
But Other Maine Ports
Are Busy

Talent goes afoot; genlua ha* —
wing*.—-Helen Hayes.
•*

Charles C. Wall
The death of Charles C. Wall oc
curred at his home at Willardh&m
on hls 73d birthday, Jan. 13 arter
an illness of six months. Mr. Wall
was born Jan. 13, 1867, son of James
Warren Wall and Phebe (Hartt
Wall. At an early age he learned
th? paving cutting trade and con
tinued in that business as long as
health permitted.
Mr. Wall united with thc Seaside
Baptist Church in 1887 and in Jan.
1934 was elected to serve as one
of its "eacon. He led a life devoted
to Christian principles and loyal
service. The religion in his heart
was visible in his life. He was an
honorable citizen—ever found just
in all dealings with his fellow men.
Mr. Wall had been a member for
<6 years of Eureka Lodge, F.A.M. in
which organization he held several
offices in years past, serving as its
chaplain at one time. He was paid
a fine personal tribute (by his Ma
sonic brethren together with the
ritual ceremony at his funeral sfivice which took place Thursday at
the church. This was followed by ,
impressive remarks by the pastor
Rev. Newell (J. Smith who had pre
viously conducted a private service '
at Mr. Wall's home.
Many were present to pay their i
last respects to a highly esteemed
citizen of the community. Oilbeit
Auld sang "Face to Pace” with Mrs. '
Auld. accompanist. Many beauti- j
ful floral tributes were in evidence i
and the bearers were three deacons.
Allen Conary. David Sivewright, Sr.
and Erroll Wiley and a friend and
neighbor of many’ years ago. Elmer
Allen. Burial was in Seaside ceme
tery.
Mr. Wall is survived by his widow
Nellie i Averill > Wall and several
cousins.
H. O. W.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAM

Elizabeth Breen, captain; “BUI" Sullivan, roach;
Mary HaskeU, chaperone

Semi-Pro Trojans
Will Meet Camden Y. M.
C. A. At the Community
Building Thursday Night
The Rockland Community Tro
jans will entertain the Camden
Y.M.C.A. basketeers at the Com
munity Building Thursday night in
whal should be one of the best
semi-pro games seen in Rockland
for a long time. The Trojans play
ing their second year of semi-pro
baU 'nave a weU balanced team this
year, consisting of former high
school players.
Last year the Trojans met and
defeated Camden twice, in two ol
the most thrilling games witnessed
In Rcckland or Camden for a long
time. Camden this year boasts one
of the finest teams that the "Y”
has had for a number of years, and
why shouldn't they with such stars
as Falrbrother, Richards, Fogg.
Heald. Bartlett, and Bill Gorham,
a stranger to many Rockland bas
ketball fans, but not to basketball
fans around Portland who have

George Ellis,

seen him play with Cheverus High
School and Tom's Lunch, last year's
State semi-pro champs and it is
tlie same Mr. Gorham who is con
sidered by many basketball fans
as one of the best semi-pro players
in the State.
Rockland have in tlieir lineup this
year. John Karl, Cobb Peterson,
Red LaCrosse, Austin Billings and
"Ace” McLeod, a former Portland
Y M C.A. star.
With Karl and Peterson in tlie
back court handling the “ball and
feeding McLeod. Billings and La
Crosse they should be on about
even terms with Camden.
Many basketball fans who havc
never seen a semi-pro game before
will want to know what is tlie dif
ference between this kind of ball
and the regular high school ball?
The answer is that semi-pro basket
ball is somewhat rougher and faster,
each period is two minutes longer
and there are fewer fouls called In
this type of game than there would
be ln a regular high school or prep
school contest. So all you fans who
want to see a game packed full of
thrills and spills don't fail to miss

^SNAPSHOT GUILD
FUN WITH LIGHT EFFECTS

The Marine Corps

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces that the
closing date for the open competi
tive examination for Machinist,
$8,256. $7,776, $7,236 a day, for fill
ing vacancies in this position in the
U. S Naval Torpedo Station, New
port, Rhode Island, originally set
for Dec. 29. 1939, has been extended
to June £8, 1943. Applicants must
have completed a four-year appren
ticeship in the trade of machinist,
or have hud four years of practical
experience in such trade, the sub
stantial equivalent of completed ap
prenticeship.

Vacancies To Be Filled Now
—Life Of Adventure and
Travel
Sergeant Roy L. Goulart, U. S.
Marine Corps, officer in charge ot
the Portland Recruiting District,
informs all ycung men cf Maine
that there are a number of vacan
cies to be filled in the United States
Marine Corps at the present time.
Applicants must be of outstand
ing character, of good health and
free from physical or mental de
formities. Thp age requirement is
from 18 to 30 years; between 64 and
75 inches in height. Men under 21
are required to obtain a written
consent from parents cr legal
guardian.
Applicants who believe they meet
the requirements are invited to In
vestigate the opportunities offered
by writing or calling in person at
the recruiting station at 18 City
Hall, Portland, Maine. Should ap
plicants live in a distant city they
may call at their local Post Office
and the Postmaster will be pleased
to furnish them with complete in
formation.
Life in the Marine Corps with its
adventure, wide travel, steady em
ployment, free education and a
chance for promotion should ap
peal to all young men.

the history of this city of “Iron men
and steel ships."
Down along the docks, grizzled
At tlie Star Alleys last night
seafarers of a day when half the
Grover, the Camden champ, defeat
nation's wooden ships bore thc
ed Johnson 1346 to 1315 Grover had
trademark -Bath”, paused in the
high string—133. Further report ln
spinning of yarns to listen Intently |
Thursday's issue.
to the clank of steel, the whine of
traveling cranes and the rattle of
A North Carolina law prohibit.;
riveting guns ltammering away at
To tlie Republican voters in
more than three perrons from rid
$30X 30.720 worth of shipbuilding Rockland.
orders held by the Bath Iron Works
I am a candidate for representa ing in the front seat of an automo
alone.
tive to Legislature, with no ambi bile.
"That sounds bigger and better tion to develop into an expert clam
than any yarn I can tell.” said one chowder maker
I have always funds, and r.obody knows where It
of the old-timers nodding toward known how to do that. Neither do disappear^. a kind of uatchdog on
the bustle of activities that will I aspire to be a championQueen ! tb? State s
finances. In selecting
mean a prosperous New Year for crowner or potato picker, but if our candidates, let's be careful and
some 2.600 shipyard workers. They nominated and Plecte<j. i WOuld like not get those In the State House
ire thanking Uncle Sam s military w
appointed on a committee to that should be across the river In
defense program for work that will
after the combinations, and the bug hcure.
;arry them through at least two
that, everybody didn't have acI thank you.
ears of steady employment and
-so they could take 30 or 40
John W. Lane
possibly relieve Bath permanently, thousand dollars of the State*
31 Spruce St.
lot welfare burdens that only a lew
renter; Albert Winchenbaugh,
1 years ago were costing 480.000 a year
guard
__________________ That was when one-third of the
tlie Camden Y MCA, and the city's population was on relief as
Rcckland Trojan battle at the Com- compared with only about onemunity Building Thursday night tenth today.
Jan. 25 at 7 30 p, m. The admission
To meet the demands for skilled
&
is only 15 cents for adults and 10 workers now turning out six de&
centa to all school pupils, and the stroyers for the Navy, the Iron
money taken in at these games goes Works has been forced to reach into
toward buying new equipment for all parts ot the State. As a result,
the gym.
the old clapboarded homes along
If enough interest is shown to- the placid Kennebec River here are
ward these games tlie Trojans will being turned into apartments to
bring in some of the beat semi-pro meet conditions of overtaxed housclubs in the State including. Bath, ing capacities.
Lewiston, Waterville, Bangor and
From an appropriation of 480.000
Brewer, but they can't do it on the in 1936 and 428.000 in 1937. Bath's
support they have been getting
relief burden is expected to drop in
P L ' 1940 to less than 420.000.
Back in the days of wooden ships,
grizzled sea captains remember ac
tivities similar to those now ln
_____
progress here, although never beThe Rockland Po6t Offlce team fore has the Iron Works employed
bowled Waldoboro Post Office re- as many as 2.600 workers at one
cently. the Rockland crew winning time. True, the dav of trim fourJANUARY 24 - 27
the total by 162 pins. Dard Rack - , masters and ropewalks has gone
liff was high man and had the high along with the romantic ■flight of
single. 110
ships smacking down the ways. ToFOR A
Saturday night, the W aterville day_ it steei. iron ships and steam
MALTEX HOT CEREAL
PKG
Post Office team was the victim of i upon which Bath depends for its
the Rockland boys, losing by 209 prosperity, although city officials
AUNT JEMIMA
pins. Ted Perry and Win Chatto still repeat that time-honored in
PKGS 25c
were tied‘for high total honors, while dustrial slogan: "As goes shipbuild
PANCAKE FLOUR
Chatto had the high single, 121. ing, so .goes Maine.'
Costley of the losers rolled three
WOODLAND
Thus, when William S. Newell.
century strings for high total for
t!OZ
President of the Iron Works, de
SYRUP MAPLE a
Waterville.
BOI
clared that six Navy ships are nowRockland Post Office
under construction and busy ways
SILVER SLICE—(WHOLE SECTIONS)
T. Perry
75 93 76 95 83—422 are heard in other coastal communi
McPhee ... 82 74 91 n 77—412 ties. East Boothbay for instance.
GRAPEFRUIT
CANS
Chatto
74 77 84 99 86-420 Maine looks to a permanent return
D. Perry _. 94 81 87 85 90—437
of recovery for those industries de
Rackliff ... 96 98 92 93 110—289
pendent upon shipbuilding. The
CAN 25c
RED SALMON SOCKEYE
•
a
a
■
economic results are being felt in
421 423 430 463 446-2180
merrily ringing cash egisters of re
Waldoboro Post Office
tail merchants, jammed hotels, and
CAN f7c
Wallace .... 89 92 84 78 85-428
PETER PAN SALMON .
. . .
the utilization of old homes long
Eugley
.75 81 *15 77 82—390
vacated, by the new, floating popu
Win'baugh 76 76 75 7B 71—377
PINT
lation.
SEIRHER'S MARSHMALLOW SPREAD .
Vannah
82 85 84 73 71—363
JAR f9c
Out
in
the
waters
of
the
Kennebec
Boggs ...... 96 83 81 82 86—428
lies the U. S. S. Cleaves flrst of the
six destroyers to be launched here.
399
389
395-2018
418 417
■LLOI
GLASS
Two others are practically poised on
• • a •
PURITAN BEANS BEAN POTS
RED KIDNIEY
the ways ready for launching.
Rockland Post Office
Building activities of the last few
8OZ
T. Perry .... 115 92 96 99 96—493
HORMEL PORK SAUSAGE . .
.
CAN 23c
weeks have transcended previous
Dudley . .... 82 112 102 83 79-464
D. Perry
107 84 119 99 78—387 optimistic statements of Mr. NeweU
to the effect that building will soon
Rackliff
130 98 85 94 98—483
be
"within 85 percent of the peak
1 LB CELLO
Chatto ... 131 85 121 80 111—498
19c
YELLOW POPCORN .
.
years during the World War." There
BAGS
have
been
more
ships
under
con

513 471 523 461 462-2430
struction at one time, but never any
Waterville Post Office
NATION-WIDE SARDINES
CANS
more workers.
77
98
76
111 73—435
Rancoun
And
what
is
to
come
in
the
way
Larrabee . 104 85 83 93 88—447
PLAIN GELATINE
McCarthy
97 84 92 83 74—430 of prosperity for Bath is indicated in
PLYMOUTH ROCK <w COFFEE JELLY
PKGS
the
President's
statement
that
fully
Dustin...... 88 78 90 90 81—427
Costlev ... 100 84 100 100 95—479 one-half of the $30000.003 ln budd
ing contracts, "will go Into the poc
WILLIAMS’
466 429 441 474 411-2221 kets of wage-earners living in iBath
BOT 23c
Sunshine SftC/AlS COUGH SYRUP
and its suburbs. —Bath correspon' dence in the Christian Science
READ ALL THE NEWS
LAURA LANE
i Monitor.
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
1 LB

oa#

mmmt

With The Bowlers

23c

I7c

NO*25<

19c

Get on the
Gregory toboggan
and get down to
real savings
If we seem to be plugging bar
gains harder this year than we
did last, It's because we have mor<
stock to sell than we had a year
ago and we have made up our
minds that we're going to disposi
of every garment.
Before you dismiss the thought o
a new suit or o'coat, drop in . .
try on a few . . . note the reduc
tions and see if the Scotch in
your nature will allow you to
scoot out without one.

Suits and O’coats
from

$16.50 up
Savings As High As
$10.50 a suit

ncici 4111

me

iiytik uvmcB iium inc nynu

■ ry

Qinereru iiyrniiig cnccis

with a subject such as this. Use the diagrams below as guides in placing
your photo lights.

T TALF the fun of taking snap“ shots at night is in working
out novel lighting effects. You don't
need a lot of lighting equipment,
either. Two photo bulbs in card
board reflectors, and a light-toned
wall for a background — these
enable you to evolve numerous in
teresting lightings that add value
to your pictures.
The diagrams below show how
you change the position of your
lights to obtain different effects.
S stands for subject, C for camera,
and B for background. The number
1 indicates a No. 1 photo bulb in
cardboard reflector, and 2 indicates
a No. 2 bulb. These two bulbs,
when in reflectors, are sufflclent
for box-camera snapshots on high
speed film.
At left, flrst row, is the regular
45-degree lighting. Center, a more

dramatic effect, with one light di
rected on the background. Right,
a still more striking effect, with a
light on the subject from either
side. Second row, left, a silhouette
effect, with one light behind the
subject and turned toward the wall.
Center, backlighting, with a light
to the right behind the subject.
Note shield "X" which keeps light
from shining Into the camera lens.
At right, "halo” lighting, with one
light behind the subject, shining
through the hair.
In taking these shots, keep the
lights the right distance from the
subject, and don't let them shine
into the camera lens. You should
then get good pictures—and you'll
find, that careful arrangement of
lights will make them more intense
ly interesting.
John van Guilder

C00K.U /*y
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MAXI PIStlATf/

taste wth

Winters ('nine and W

294

2

25c

CHOCOLATES

owoure i

25c

iOZ
BOT

25c

FOR FINER FLAVOR

.

IILICHTFBL

★ THREE CROW VANILLA

CHBULATI CffMIft

BOX

inters Go...

But D&H Antli raeites

Quality

Remains Consistently Hifch
Snow, slerl. zero weather . • . hut, through it

2 PKGS f 9C

THREE CROW EPSOM SALTS .
BRIAR ASS*T PIPES

all. \\ inter after M inier, the quality of D&H

.

....

★ BORAX ■

EACH

21C

CAN

15c

FOR HANDS

SO MULE TEAM

PKG

BORAXO ■

-

|5c

Anthracite remains consistently high. It’s always
clean, pure and accurately sized. That's why,
year after year, thousands, of fuel buyers con

tinue to

TEL.

23c

HYDTOX//^

specify D&H

Anthracite.

FULL OF CHOPPED PEANUTS

MARLIN RAZOR BLADES

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

PEANUT CRUNCH

1 LB
JAR

■

23c

Why not

order today?

GREGORY’S

2

KRINKLE BAKING CUPS

.

.

.

.

.

ONE 25c PKG
EDGE BLADES

XIC

10c PKGS
OF >5 EACH

15c

W DOUBLE

2
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Nilo Spear is receiving treatment
at the Veterans Hospital in Togus.

Page Three

Gave To Cause

Trawler To Launch

CLARA J. PETTEE

He Has Made Good

Local Finnish People Have
Worked Hard—Mr. Lampinen’s List

A. W. Gregory is confined to his The St. George To Go Over
Camden street home with an attack
board Thursday — New
of grippe.
Craft Cost $100,000

f

Clara Julia Pettee, widow of Cap
tain Alfred H. Pettee, a native of
Isle au Haut and a resident of
Rockland Tor the past 38 years, died
at her home on Pulton street, last
Thursday, in liei- 78th year.
Mrs. Pettee was tlie daughter of
the late James Duncan and Sarau
Collins Barter to whom she devoted
herself in their lifetime. She was
a person of unusual ability and al
ways ready to extend the helping
hand and offer words of sympathy.
Her many friends will feel her loss.
Mrs. Pettea is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Irving C. MacBride and Mrs. Milton M. Oriffin,
a son James H. Pettee, two grand
children, Mrs. Carl Philbrook and
Miss Barbara Griffin; one great
grandchild and a brother, Herbert
B. Barter, all of Rockland.
Funeral services were held at tho
Russell Funeral Home, Sunday at
2 p. m., witli Rev. Corwin H. Olds
officiating.
Interment was in
Achorn cemetery.

Club Women
an honorary alumnus of the Univer
Funds collected by local Finnish
Club women of America have had sity of Maine with a Degree of people before the present Hoover ef
their innings in Washington this L.L.D., is the guest speaker and is fort are to be listed in these columns.
past week with the annual mid giving the history of tlie relation A splendid piece of work was done,
winter meeting of the representa of tlie federal government to thc assuring Knox County of a fine rec
tives of the clubs from every state. University throughout its life.
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor.
Women on Ole War Path
The Maine Federation of Women's
• • • •
League of Republican Women
Clubs was represented by Its Presi
Previously acknowledged.... $1080.50
dent, Mrs. Eva C. Mason of Dover - Mrs. Brewster Speaks on Campaign Adventist Church, Friendship. 13.02
Mrs, Ralph O. Brewster, wife of
Foxcroft. Tlie affair always starts
off with a recepiton for the officers i Rpprawntatlve Brewster of Maine, Enock Pikkarainen ................. 10 00
tentious
craft
constructed
in
this
The annual President's Birthday
23 with Mrs. Pentecostal Mission...............
Ball will be held Jan. 30 at Com- i yard since the day of large sailing of the Federation to which the was
Thomaston .......................... 7.23
members
of the Senate and House •^rtliur H Vandenberg of Michigan
munity Building with music by Hal's vessels being 110 feet long, 23 feet
frem the various States are invited an(1 MrF- Robclt A TaJt of Ohio ( Rev. and Mrs. A. Raila........... 5.00
Ten Rythmalrns. Dnnclng will be beam and 11.1 hold.
and at which they are able to meet before
of Republican Victor Ellison .......................... 6.00
from 9 to 1.
She costs approximately $100,000
Women at the Club Headquarters
with
the
club
representatives
from
It Ls expected that there will be
on Seventeenth Street on “Tlie Im Alex Nenonen .......................... 3.00
Alex Hill ................................... 2.50 '
Amateurs wishing to enter the nearly 100 out of town guests, who all over the country.
In former years this affair was portance of Publtc Speaking in a
contest at the Ken Mackenzie show will also attend the luncheon served
Campaign
Year."
Mr. and Mrs. John Matson
2.00
held in tlie headquarters of the or
at Community Building Feb. 2 after the launcliing.
Mrs.
Brewster
pointed
out
that
C. L. Pales ................................ 2 00
ganization tut the affair became so
Lloyd Crockett, representative to
should register with Milton H.
"Most of us find no difficulty in talk
French at MUnsey's Oarage.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary crowded that the ladies' gowns were ing at a tea-party but we all tend S. E. Prior................................. 2.00 Legislature from North Haven, has
will meet Wednesday night at Le ruined and many a Senator came i to succumb to the mesmerism of Oscar Ellison ............................ 1.50 liked his two terms in the House so
away badly mauled
The Junior Drum Corps of Win gion hall.
the mass. Our thoughts flee. Our Mrs. M. Pikkarainen............... 1.00 well that he has decided to seek a
As a result the last two years the
slow Holbrook Past A. L., will bene
tongues are paralyzed."
Austin Wuori............................ 1.00 third nomination. Tills seems to
Bowl.
fit from the entertainment and
Mrs. Julia Barker will hold a pub- reception has been held in the
Tlie importance of training and Herman Henrickson ............... 1.00
Feb 2.7 Warren—High School MinJibe well witli the wishes of hls
amateur show to be held Feb. 2 at lic clrcle Sunday night at 7.30 at 82 Grand Ballroom of the Mayflower experience such as that afforded in
strel Show
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wouri..... 1.00 constituents, who believe that if he
Hotel
where
there
is
ample
room
Community Building. Ken MackenCounty road,
meetings of the Grange and other Annie Kyllonen and family .. 1.00
THI' WEATHER
can do as well for them in Augusta
and w hei e the ladies are able to organizations was emphasized by
zie and his WGAN entertainers will
Walter and Ella Anderson ..... 1.00 I
Tlie Pilgrim Homemakers will stage one of the most brilliant af
be featured. The object of the af
Mrs Brewster If women were to be Henry Waisanen ..................... LOO J as lie did at the last session in the | MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
With a temperature of 5 above
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
meet tonight in the Congregational fairs of the year.
a factor in the decisions of the next Ida Wincapaw.......................... 1 00 j selection of a wife he Ls the man to |
fair is to start a uniform fund for
this morning it was still a bit
vestry at 7 o'clock.
This
year
Presidential
candidates
send
back
to
the
State
House.
Crock

ifew
years
which
will
vitally
affect
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
the youngsters.
chilly around the edges, and if the
Saturday 2.30. Sunday 3.00. Every
were everywhere ln evidence with a the future of their homes and their Matti Telrlla............................ 1.00' ett Ls a farmer and insurance broker,
evenlnc at (00
Prank Johnsoh......................... 1.00 with a strong yen for the Grange.
Tlie annual meetings of the Con very genial smile.
press despatches are correct they
Brief services for the late Ed
children.
Matti
Molander
.......................
LOO
have been having a few shivers be ward M. Lawrence were held in the gregational Church and Parish So
Among
the
committees
on
which
he
Senator and Mrs. Wallace H.
TUES.-WED.. JAN, 23-S4
"Republicans" she pointed out.
low the Mason and Dixon Line. Yes Christian Temple Church. Lubec, cieties will be held Wednesday night White, Jr. of Maine and Congress “Can count on 17,000,000 votes ln Mrs. Plina Seppala................. 1.00 served at the last session were Mer
Paramount Pictures present the
terday was the wannest day for a last Wednesday, attended by large in the vestry, after tlie circle supper man and Mrs. Ralph O. Brewster every recent election but the last Toivo Henrickson ................... 1.00 cantile Affairs and Insurance. Com
Second Full Length Teclmlcolor
long time, but a pan of water would numbers of his former townspeople.
Cartoon
of Dexter represented tlie Maine time tt-as only sufflclent to carry Lpvi Burns ................................ 1.00 merce and House chairman of Indian
Members
of
Winslow-Holbrook
A. Ii. Bums................................ 1 00 Affairs.
freeze in thc back yard. Tlie Al
Jonathan's Swift's fanciful tale
Among those present were Mr and Post wll, altPnd thp funpral services delegation at tlie affair Monday eve Maine and Vermont. Five millions
R. J. Marschall................ ........ 100
fameus all over the world
manac says that tlie Wolf Moon Ls
Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence. Fila Berry for Earlp Mcintosh al the Burpee ning and were able to present many more must be rallied to tlie standard
NF.W RIDGE CHURCH
due tomorrow—whatever that Is, and Laurence Cole of Rockland,
of tthat we believe to be the sound B. B. Jameson ......................... 1.00
of
their
colleagues
to
Mrs.
Mason
“GULLIVER’S
funeral parlors at 2 o'clock this
as well as to meet many of the club j program of recovery and progress." Rev. H. W. Van Deman.......... LOO
Memorial services will be held on afternoon.
Tlie
nett
Ridge
Church
in
Ten

TRAVELS”
officers from various parts of the ! "Spreading the gospel from Maine Ray Wlnchenpaw ................... 100
MLss Sadie Marcus of Stonington Memorial Day.
ants
Harbor
is
fast
becoming
a
real

Byron
Thompson
.....................
1.00
Furniture Co. is attending the New
to California is the mission of womNotice; Special Matinees both
Battery Es challenging basket country.
ity, the foundation having been
York Furniture Show.
days at 3.30 P. M. Children and
Mrs. Mason was among those Ien everywhere and Washington," J. Poland .................................. 1.00
Miss Margaret Stahl’s pupils gave i>an team will meet the crack Wal
Dr. Hahn .................................. 1.00 started and ready for cement to be all Students, 25c. Adults, regu
an informal recital Sunday after- doboro team at 9 o'clock tonight in received at the White House on Mrs Brewster emphasized, “is a good
A. O. Jameson......................... , 1 00 poured in the spring. The beauti lar admission prices.
There will be work on the pa noon at Universalist vestry, many the Armory. Spring street. The pub- Wednesday afternoon by Mrs., P'a^e bi which to start."
triarchal degree at Rockland En fine numbers, in piano solas, duets nc ts invited
Roosevelt and on Thursday after- , Tlle ^*8^ of Republican Women H. O. Morse ..... . ................. .... 1.00 fully toned bell, which was dam
THURSDAY ONLY, JAN. 25
campment tomorrow night, ’i
noon was a guest at the reception! ** carr> big on a militant campaign W. A. Bradford ........................ 1 00 aged in the fire, has been sent to 1
and ensembles, being presented
_____
Boston, where It will probably have
Walter
Seppala
...........
..........
1
00
at
the
ladies'
Congressional
club
;
of
education
under
the
leadership
of
Special Showing!
Taking part were Barbara Clark.
Beginning next Saturday at 11.15
Knox County Camera Club will Nancy Leach. Oordon Cumming, «• m. Charles Wilson of Wanen will in honor of Mrs. Roosevelt at which lts Presldent'
Oann' and Arthur Laurlla .. .......... _....... 1.00 to be melted and recast. Contribu
“THE GREAT
hold an important meeting tonight Caroline Senter, Alice May Fuller, broadcast a 15-minute program of Mrs. Margaret Smith, wife of Rep- ; their meetings are rapidly threaten Frank Miller ....................................75 tions are still acceptable, and to
VICTOR HERBERT”
at 7 30 in tlie Congregational vtetry. Barbara Woodward, Nancy Gregory, Gcspel hymns, over the Augusta resentative Smith of Maine, was in ing to overflow their spacious nett- U. S. Osborne ..................................50 date the committee has a total of
starring
headquarters on Seventeenth Street Alfred Morton .............
$273.26.
50
Barbara Fuller, Charlotte Overlock, -station WRDO.
the receiving line as Treasurer of
secured only two years ago.
Previously acknowledged........ $166 Walter Connolly. Alan Jones and
Edgar
Pierce
.........................
...
.50
The Junior Class Play "Professor, Nadine
Fuller. Anita Robinson.
-------the Congressional Club in which
2
Mary Martin
R. L. Thompson .............................. 50 Connecticut friends ..........
How Could You!” is steadily pro Joyce Cumming. George Morton,
A smibng candidate for gubema position she succeeded Mrs. Ralph
VIOLA MILLS SWEET
100 |
C. D. Murphy..................................50 M. L. Chenery ..
gressing under thc direction of Alls- Corinne Smith, John Svlvester. torial nomination visited The Cou O. Brewster of Maine. The inter
Coming: "Hunchback of Notre
5 Dante," "Swanee River," and
A. O. Pottle..................................... 50 A. L. Saunders
ton Smith of the dramatic depart Joyce
Butler. Richard Butler. rier-Gazette officeyesterday In the esting coincidence of two TreasurScores of local friends today
L.
M.
Neol
.....................
50
I
"Ninotchka.’’
ment. As yet the cast has not been Louise
Smith, Mary Ramsdell. l,erson of Sumner P. SewallofBath
ers from the State of Maine in sue- | mourned tiie death of Mrs. Viola
$273
made public. The following com Gloria Haskell. Stanlev Walsh, Bev- Mr ScwaU has a host of friends in cession indicates that the women'Mills Sweet, 2?.. former Antioch E. J. Beckett ................................... 50 Total ..............
mittees have been chosen to sup erly Rogers, Byron Keene. Svlvia thk area and was warm,v «**»ved of the Congressional Club although | resident who died at her Philadel- A. <L. Packard................................... 50
Walpas Sallinen .............................. 50
port the play: Business Manager. Adams. Margerv Mills. Jeannette wh*“r«*'" he appeared
two-thirds Democratic apparently i phia home Friday night after an
William Sallinen ............................ 50
June Chatto: assistant, Louise Har Saunders and Nancy Parker.
considered it a good idea to have a illness of more than six months.
The Courier-Gazette appreciates
Matti Saari ..................................... 50
den; publicity manager, Lucille ConMaine Republican ln charge of the
Mrs. Sweet left Antioch in July,
David Hill____________
50
non; assistant, Louise Seavey; pro
In his political column Sunday this message which came yesterday cash.
1937, with her husband, Meredith,
David Hill Jr.............................
50
gram book manager. Lillian Savage, Fred K. Owen of tlie Portland Tel in a letter from Raymond D Ken
Senator Borah
who at that lime was named man
Peter Helkinen ................................50
assistant program managers, Ruth egram said: One of tlie reports that1 niston of 2727 Girard avenue, EvanThe
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a
very
ager
of the Federal Container Cor
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Witham and Naomi Rackliff; ticket has been in circulation since the ston. Ill: 'May you find that Joy especial spot in the heart of Sena poration plant in Philadelphia, A. Prusi ............................................ 50
.50
sales manager. Perry Margeson; as- death of John H. Dooley, collector and peace in your life that can be tor William E. Borah. It was to She was born here, attended local Joe Ohtonen __________
sitant Lucy Thompson; stage man of the port of Portland, has been found in thc all sufficiencj’ of Christ Maine and Poland Spring that schools, and was prominent in Matti Anderson .............................. 50
Ralph Starrett ................................35
ager, Richard S. Brown; assistant that the man who would get tlie of Calvary."
Senator and Mrs. Borah have gone community social events.
Sofia Lammi ..............
.25
John Guptil, Arthur Brewer, Ever appointment in his place was James
lor many years to recuperate from
Immediate relatives surviving, in
To Be Sold Out At
Elmer Polky ..............
.25
ett Spear; property managers, Connellan of Rockland who has Umbrella Originated in
the strenuous sessions of the Con addition to her husband, are her
.25
Charles Weed and Mary Lamb; cos been a close political associate of j
Far East as Folding Fan gress. Poland Spring water was also parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Mills Daisy Simmons..........
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25
tume mistress, Elaine Ames; usher Carl Moran, former*meniber of Con- j
The umbrella was introduced to practically tlie only drink of tlie of 316 Seventh street, Antioch; two Annie Simmons ........
per
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Mrs. Thomas Berner
by one Jonas Han- i
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.25
gress and a member of the Mari- 1 London. in 1750
chairman, Mary Anastasia.
brothers. Fred of Antioch and Agge
,
j philanthropist.
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. | Senator, here in Washington as
he
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traveler
and
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time Commission. The report was
There it was carried about for more ttas a 'on8-standing disciple of the of Imperial Beach; and a grand
Total ..................................$1,173.45
Public beano party Thursday p. given some credence by reason of than 30 years, the object of much. 'ate Hiram W. Ricker and the phil- mother, Mrs. Nellie Mills of HayCONGOLEUM
m. Jan. 25, G.A.R. hall. Regular, the fact that Mr. Moran was known ridicule and adverse criticism.
j osophy of pure water that he so I wardRUGS
special and door prize. Auspices to stand in well with thc Democratic
Most toters of umbrellas accept eloquently expounded
Mrs. Sweet's health first began
$4.95
high command in Washington. But them as a means of keeping dry
Edw. Libby Relief Corps—adv.
In thp fresh atm herp and 0„ to fall last May. Slie submitted to
this interesting piece of political with no thought of their history.
operations last fall, as
6x9
They assume that somehow they the green h,lls of Maln(‘ ancl beside
Electric Cooking School in the speculation was deflated recently
have always stood in English or
tt-aters Senator Borah never physicians fought desperately to
CONGOLEUM
Connecticut
new all-electric kitchen on the stage when a meeting of Rockland Demo American hall racks waiting to be failed to find refreshment and re save her life. She spent Christ
Delaware
RUGS
at Temple hall, Rockland, two crats was held and the candidacy of carried on rainy days. To them, cuperation.
mas at home in Swathmore, a
District
of
Columbia
Charles
M.
Richardson,
a
well
known
more Thursdays, Jan. 25 and Feb.
$2.85
therefore, the revelation that they , Senator Hale of Maine was also suburb of Philadelphia.
Massachusetts
been in use in these countries
_ ,,
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff, home Democratic leader of that city was have
Flags at the local schools, where
.tor fewer
.
..
one
of
the
oldest
colleagues
of
Sena

All Floor Coverings
Michigan
than 200 years may come
5
oena
economics director, will be in endorsed, without a dissenting vote,
as something of a surprise, says the ,tor Boral1 >n the Senate, having Mrs. Sweet was an outstanding
New Hampshire
have advanced in
charge. Everybody cordially invited, Mr. Connellan was present at the
Minneapolis Tribune.
| served with Senator Borah continu- student, were flcwn at half mast
New Jersey
price,
so buy now
plenty of room, big, comfortable meeting and stated that the action
According to authorities, the um- ously for 23 years. Senator White of throughout the day—From the An
New York
chairs. All food given away. Most taken did away with the story that brella originated in the Far East Maine was also a close associate of tioch i Calif.) Ledger of Jan. 15.
and take advantage
Pennsylvania
attractive door prize will be given he wanted the job. He said that he and was at first simply a folding Senator Borah on thp
The Mills family formerly resided
of these MoneyVermont
...
_ .
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at didn't want it and that he was for fan used to protect the face from ,_ _ „
in Rockland where many friends
Saving Prices
the
sun.
Later
it
became
a
canopy
ommittee
on
Foreign
Affairs
Wisconsin
tending any or all of the meetings Mr. Richardson. If Mr. Moran sub
will unite in sympathy over its be
on
a
folding
stick,
a
forerunner
of
"bere
some
of
the
most
important
ONE
WEEK ONLY
scribes to that it would be a pretty
being eligible to receive it —adv.
the modern parasoL Still later it decisions of the Senate have been reavement.
It is estimated that less than
good
guess
that
the
Rockland
man
7-T-13
was made waterproof and used as a focused in recent years,
one-half of the money spent by
will get the place."
protection against rain. In many.
_ ,, ....
Americans goes for necessaries of
Asiatic countries it was long regard-1
n si y of . aim
life. About 55 per cent Ls used to
ed as a sign of royalty. In ancient
The University of Maine Alumni
BORN
DANCING
buy goods or services which may
VangelU—At Castine Hospiial, Jan. Greece it was so much a part of a Id Washington and vicinity are
Saturday, January 27
tl. to Mr and Mrs. Peter Vannelli, maiden's costume that it was often holding their first dinner of the
283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. - TEL. 1154
be
classed as luxuries, or at least as
Every Wed.
Stonington, a daughter-Marla Celeste
10&12
painted
on
vases
and
other
pieces
of
new
ypar
chji
d
s
Deluxe
Restaucomforts
not
essential
to
healthful
AT LEGION HALL
AT
P°‘teryrant on Pennsylvania Avenue adexistence.
MARRIED
CAMDEN
GLEN
No matter what form it takes, the ...
,
Ccombs-Merrhant At Bangor Jan. 15
Washington HoDonald Coombs ot Stonington, and Lil humble umbrella consistently holds Jolnuig the
COVE
Old and New Dances
lian Merchant of Bangor —By Rev Au its oivn in a world of innovations, tel where Vice President Garner
Come and Enjoy Yourselves
brey M Wlnror
Music By
Many of those who jeered it in Han- makes his home in Washington and
Music By
way’s time lived to cheer it.
next door to the Treasi^y and the
DIED
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Camden
’
s
Music Makers
White House on Thursday evening
Mrlntosh At Rockport. Jan 20 Earle
Admission
15c and 35c
McIntosh, aged 51 years. 6 months Fu
of this week.
DOOR PRIZE
neral Tuesday at 2 o'clock lrom Bur
10-12
Congressman
Ralph
O.
Brewster
pee
funeral
home
Interment
In
Achorn
97Tif

Jan.
24—Membership meeting
ot
Knox County Fish and Oame Associa
tion In the Congregational vestry,
Thomaston.
Jan 25 Camden Concert by High
School band and orchestra at Opera
House.
Jan. 26—I Basketball) Lincoln Acad
emy vs. Rockland High School boys
girls at Community Building
Jan 26 Tenants Harbor Seml-publle installation of Naomi Chapter. O ES.
Jan 27—Thomaston—Wllliams-Brazler
benefit Finnish Relief at Watts hall
Jail 27
Warren
Oolden Jubilee
party at Tcw.i hall, auspices Woman's
Club
Jan. 20—President’s Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 5—City Government meeting.
Feb. 7-Ash Wednesday
Feb 8- Thomaston Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall
Feb 8—Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline & Flora families, at the
Community Building.
Ff h 9-10 - Camden State session of
HI Y Clubs at Baptist Church
Feb 12 -Kiwanis Charter and Ladles'
Night at Hotel Rockland.
Feb. 15 Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Feb 15-16 Junior class play, "Pro
fessor. How Could You "
Feb
15-16—Rockland High School
Kippy Karnlval
Fel)
16-18—Camden—Outing Club’s
annual winter carnival at the Snow

Old anti new dances will be fen- j The new trawler St. George built
tured Saturday night at the Legion by gnQW Shipyards Inc for cly.
hall, Camden with music by Cain
son and Coffin of Quincy, Mass.,
den's Music Makers.
and Port Clyde, will be launched
Instruction in banjo, mandolin Thursday forenoon at 10.45, and
and guitar is being given by Edaie Mrs. Ethel Coffin will be the spoil
sman who is associated with the i fOr
X
Maine Music Co. school of music.
Th# gl George
u<e mQst pre.

WALDO THEATRE

TWO THOUSAND SQUARE YARDS of
FELT BASE

FLOOR COVERING

Spying Auto Plates

DANCE

STUDLEY’S

THURSTON OIL CO.

ADDING MACHINE

RENTALS
$1.50 a Week $5 a Month
Rockland
Typewriter Company
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
71 PARK ST..
TEL. 297-W
2T&Thl4

BURPEES
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service .
TELEPHONES
f*.
390, 781-1 or 7S1-U
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

cemetery.
Walneo—At Rockport. Jan 22. WUhelnilna Walneo. aged 74 years
4
months, 2 days.
Pottle—At Friendship. Jan 22. Alvin
G Pottle, aged 63 years. 9 inontlis, 8
days. Funeral at. 2 p. m. Thursday
from the Friendship Baptist Church
Interment In Tenants Harbor.
Sweet—At Swarthmore, Penn.. Jan. 12
Viola (Mills), wife of Meredith Sweet
Duffy—At Camden, Jan 21, Everett
N. DufTy. aged 81 years Funeral Tues
day at 2 o'clock from Good funeral
home.

.IN -MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Frank H Hants
who passed away Jan. 22. 1939
Oone but not forgotten by hls children
Miss Edith Harris. H Alvah Harris.
Mrs. Norman Simmons

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my frientb. and
relatives who so thoughtfully remem- I
bered me with cards, flowers and other
gifts during my recent Uluess I also
want to express appreciation to Dr I
Ellingwood. Margaret Albee R N.. Hil
da Morse. H N . and stall of Knox Hos
pital for their services and kindness
Mrs. Leroy E. Ames
Vinalhaven.
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our appreciation
to all friends and neighbors for all
their kindness during our bereavemqnt.
We also wish to thank all who sent

the beautiful flowers and cards of sym
pathy.
Mrs Nina Burgess, Mr and Mrs.
Everett C. Burgess
South Thomaston.

BEANO

ROCKLAND

TONIGHT

BLUE BIRD

LEGION HALL
7.30 O'CLOCK

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
ITtf

RECORDS
THE NEWEST TUNES

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

HEATING OIL

AT

FOR CASH PAID

MAINE MUSIC CO.
395 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

SWAJ>»CAStt
ON ALL PURCHASES OF

THE BIGGEST HITS

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

NOW GIVING

TICKETS

THE HOTTEST BANDS

Ambulance Service

TEL. 127

This is the only local firm authorized to give Swap For Cash Tickets for heating
TEL. 708

oil purchases

Every-Other-Day
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all right this morning ... I heard
about your mother.” he added, turn
ing toward June. "I'm awfully sor
ry.”
L
r0
C“ r r“
June felt the strength go out of
r- I
5
1
her. There was a bench built
Ib
against the cabin front, and she
15
IM
J
sat down as though her knees gave
lb
1$
way.
17
Uncle Jim turned to her with a
Ll
quick solicitude. "June! Are you '
lo
ill?" he whispered. "Are you all I
ii
right?”
ft
W 27
118 im /AM IKS w mi !AYV
2m
H
".Quite,” she said, and tried to
u
WNU SERVICE
w 9 ii
&
COPYRIGHT
smile. "Let me rest a minute."
[
w 36 !
w
Her cheeks were drained white;
ma
Bowdon
repeated
in
a
grim
an
THE
STORY
I
W
she seemed to droop forward. He
ger:
sr
“She was always selfish. No con held her; and Tope said:
CHAPTER I.—Driving home through a
torrential rain, young, well-to-do Clint sideration.”
41 •d
"She's fainting. Mr. Glovere. Put
Ml
SBJervies picks up a girl, scantily clad,
June cried ln passionate stifled her head down—”
running in terror-stricken flight down the
road. She rides a short ways, leaves the anger: “Oh!” she strode swiftly
But the girl recovered, straight
•ii
Mb
4m
M5
car and runs Into the woods. He de
“What do you ened up again; and Glovere said:
cides to talk to his dear friends. Inspec into the room.
tor Tope and Miss Moss, about his ad mean?” she demanded. “What do "Wait a minute. I can do better."
50 1 ii
venture. Clint still thinks of her as Mi«s
He disappeared, came out with a
Moss, his former guardian, though she you mean?"
and the Inspector are married. Clint,
“June,” said Grandma Bowdon flask and tumbler. She choked and
5l>
54
sF
57
55
having settled down, now manages in*
severely.' “Mind how you speak to gasped and sputtered, but her color
Jervies estate himself.
did return.
me."
Ww
w
58
CHAPTER H. — In three shuttered
Glovere explained then, watching
But Grandpa Hurder said stern
houses, all gloomy and forbidding, on
these
newcomers:
"I
don't
know
Kenesaw Hill, near where Clint picked ly in the doorway: "Kitjy was cruci
CF
b7
Cm
b5 6b
up the frightened girl, lived three fami
anything about—last night. Miss
I
lies. In one house lived old Denman fied!” There was the dignity of an
Hurder. his wife, who had been Ella ger in him in this moment. "Cruci Leaford had just told me that her
70
w
bt
Kenesaw, and his daughter. Kitty Lea
mother was dead." His eyes flick
ford and her daughter June. Living In a fied,” he said. "Long ago.”
ered
from
one
of
them
to
the
other;
second house was Aunt Evle Taine. Un
June pressed her hands to her
7i
ll
cle Justus and brothers Rab and Asa.
71
and when no one spoke, he said in
The third held old Matthew Bowdon and lips, understanding what it was they
his wife. Living on the estate was a thought. “She didn't! She didn't!" a sort ot swift passion: "Some one
man known only to June as "Uncle
tell me what has happened. Why
Jim." Following their usual custom the she cried. She turned to escape;
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
three families gathered ln the Hurder she went out through the front door. did you come here?"
13-Ancient sect of Jew*
53- Bustle
1-Clenched hand
home Saturday night. Kitty. June's
"They said Miss Leaford might
But there was a garland of rib
18- Erect
54- Preflx. Wrong
mother, retired early with a headache.
5—Clothe
She was given warm milk, and insisted bons on the doorknob, so she re be here,” Clint answered. "I was
22- Splkcnard
lO-Seize with tho tooth 55- Urgt
on taking two sleeping tablets, one
driving
past,
last
night,
overtook
23A fish
57- Pronoun
I4-Lsrge lako
turned indoors again. Later she
more than usual.
25-Wlthers
58- Clotett
19-Waird
slipped out of the house, this time her on the road. She was running,
29- Lapplng weather•O-Tardier
16- Makes a miataka
CHAPTER III.—Strangely upset. June by the side door so as not to see through all that rain. I gave her a
slept fitfully, and in the middle of the
lift as tar as Doctor Cabler's
boardt
03-Girl's name
17- 8et
night went in to see her mother. Her that garland; she moved directly
30- Fur-bcaring animal
64-A fruit (pi.)
19-Greek goddeaa of
uncomfortable position warned June that away from the house, into the tract house.”
31- Hauls
M-lndlan Territory
discord
her mother was not sleeping. She was
June was afraid he would say
dead Panic stricken. June ran from thc of wooded land behind. Here she
(abbr.)
33-Volcanie mountain
20- Vslt in ancient
more than this; she hurried to ex
room, out the unlocked door, and into the could be alone.
in Peru
•S-Oecurrenet
Argolla
plain:
storm to get Doctor Cabler. It was
30-8hort gaiter*
There was a sound at some dis
here that Clint Jervies picked her up.
Dana H Smith; Ruth. Mrs. Edwin 21- Superiority over a 70- Allowed for
"You see, Uncle Jim, Mother hat- |
40-Officor'a shouldertemporary use
competitor
tance; and she raised her head, ed thunder and lightning. So when
CHAPTER IV—Clint tells hts story to
Gammon; Esther, Miss Evelyn Saw 23- Prefix.
straps
71- Feminine ouffix(Fr.)
Twice
the Inspector and Miss Tope. They com without other movement, to see the storm came near, I went in to
yer; Martha. Mrs. Phillip Simmons; 24- Antwer (abbr.)
?2-Type of puzzle
42- Oppoaed to payment
municate with the police, who are told what it was. She saw Asa go quietly
ZS
XN
yS
see
if
she
was
all
right
And
when
by the family doctor that Kitty Leaford
xs zx zs
of land-rent
75-Allows
Electa. Miss Beulah Starrett; war 26- Creek letter
died of an overdose of sleeping pow past, a little way off among the I saw her, I knew she was—dead
43- Rocline
ders. Clint and the Inspector are not trees, and without seeing her, along
der, Mrs. Robert Walker; sentinel, 27- Put on
MRS
LOUISE
MTiyaaa
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
But I lost my head. I guess. Calling
46-ldentlcal
satisfied They feel that many circum
VERTICAL
28- Concedod
a path that led to the bluff above the Doctor was the only thing 1
Marshall White.
stances surrounding the death have not
Oorreaponleat
Correspondent
48-Lucky (Scot.)
32-The stoat
been explained, and that further In the pond, where Uncle Jim Glovere
The newly Installed worthy ma 34- A condiment
ftftftft
ftftftft
48-Roofed theaters in
could think of."
1-Cave food to
vestigation is necessary.
had his cabin; it passed beyond,
ancient Greece
2- Peaceable
35- Corn-tpikts
“
What
happened?"
Uncle
Jim
in

tron.
Mrs
Smith
presented
to
the
Tel
48
Tel.
27
CHAPTER V—When Clint and Tope down to the highway near Thayer's
3- Local position
5O-A relative
37- Prefix. Through
sisted.
drive back to Kenesaw Hill they find
installing
officer.
Miss
Sawyer,
a
52-Rend
38- Narrow strip of wood 4-A bound
Inspector Meade and the medical exam filling-station. And of course this
' She took too many sleeping-tab
gift in behalf of her services. Mrs. 39-Arrange, aa
iner, who also reports the death due
was the way she took when she lets." June told him, in a low tone.
55-Berrel atrip
5- Required
Warren
Lodge.
I.OOF.
and
Mys

Miss
Besse
Reed
is
a
surgical
pa

to an overdose of the powders He be
^-Portuguese coin
59-Grade
hangings
comes angry when Tope intimates that went to see Uncle Jim.
"You know, she was sick from do tient at St. Vincent's Hospital in tic Rebekah Lodge will observe Smith also presented to the retir
• 1-Cultivate
7-Eagle
queer circumstances surround the death.
41-Chief actor
He would know how to comfort ing that, once before." Her face sud
ing
worthy
matron.
Miss
Hilda
AsThomas Wildev's birthday Friday
Boston.
62-Man'a name (Pr.)
•-Kitchen utenetl
her. She was deeply fond of Uncle denly was stony calm. "I gave
pey, the past matron's jewel, follow 44-Foot-like organ
OS-Bill of a bird
•-Demure
46-Trade (colloq.)
The Susannah Wesley Society night. Rev. W. S Stackhouse will
Jim.
He
was
a
big,
chuckling
man.
them to her,” she whispered. "I
C HAPTER VI
ing which Miss Aspey expressed ap -',~Teen (Scot.)
66-South African
10- A vegetable
with an amusing eye. He lived alone gave them to her, and she died."
will meet Thursday afternoon with be the speaker. Each member will
antelope
J-Large serpent (pi.) 11- llluminatee
preciation.
Other presentations
invite
one
guest.
in
the
cabin
by
the
pond,
stayed
Mrs.
P.
A.
Levensaler
June Leaford loved her mother,
12- A triangle (Math.) •7-8tr*ote (abbr.)
Clint caught her hand. "Now lis
were by William H Robinson, newly 51-Stetieticlans
there
sometimes
for
months
on
end.
patiently and tenderly; but there
ten,” he protested. "You—”
Mrs. Everett Cunningham is installed patron, to J. O. Jameson, I
Mr. and Mrs Chester Knowles
11 ‘1
•
< Answer To Previous Puzzle i
was something more, an intangible. disappeared sometimes for as long.
Her head leaned back against thc and daughter. Nancy of Portland chairman of the public dinner Wed- I
worthy patron, a ring with cil enjoyed a party recently at the
He
wrote,
absurdly,
poems.
Kitty Leaford. whose latter days
cabin wall. “She insisted on taking were weekend guests of Mrs. Bessie nesday before the regular meeting
the Star emblem, the gift of dainty home of Mr. and Mrs. DeVeber.
were such sad and dreary ones, ;
two,” the girl said. “I couldn' per
When
she
came
to
the
top
of
the
S. Kuhn.
! of the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary. S. coin purses bearing the Eastern Star Games were played and refresh
had once been gay; once she had
suade
her
net
to.
I
was
afraid."
Judson «<uhn has been a recent U. V. Members not solicited are re- insignia by the retiring matron. Miss ments served. Miss Coffin and Mr.
known romance; once for the sake knoll, he was still asleep. His cabin She whispered: "Oh, I wish I'd
of love she had dared greatly. Even door was open; and he woke when spilled them all!" And then she ex Bath visitor.
quested to furnish sweets.
Aspey. to the officers with whom Comee were also guests. A gift from'
June had seen sometimes the glint she darkened the doorway—woke plained:
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Lenfest
and
she was associated last year ;and the Student Council was presented
and
looked
up
and
said:
“
Hullo,
Word
has
been
received
here
that
of shining armor in her eyes. A
I “You see. she couldn’t get to son David are visiting hts —
mother. Henry
father of Qeorge Pote two lovely bouquets of American to Peter DeVeber. infant son of Mr.
there,
youngster!
”
single valorous action, though it
sleep, so she got up and went to
“Hello, Uncle Jim,” she said.
died -j-ues(jav jn Lynn. Mass., at the Beauty roses to the installing offi- and Mrs. DeVeber.
may fail, and be punished endlessly,
the bathroom and took the rest of in Presque Isle.
He sat up, in yellow pajamas, them."
Mrs Fannie Burns is visiting in' home of Mr and Mrs Qeorge
cer. Miss Sawyer, and her marshal,
A new library system for the
does nevertheless in degree ennoble
the soul; and Kitty Leaford had once and rubbed his eyes. "You caught
Mrs
Sawyer,
the
presentation
made
magazines
has been instituted. ForTope asked thoughtfully: “You Boston for several weeks
Funeral services were held Friday
me napping,” he chuckled. "I was spilled some of them, you say?"
done valiantly.
Miss Jane Wood has returned in Lynn.
by
Lois
and
Mary
Norwood.
merlv
students
had free access to
HOC30
But now Kitty Leaford was dead, awake till dawn. Writing a poem
“While I was getting one for her," from a visit in New York City.
scs
any
magazine
at
any
time
and
for
The
ceremonies
were
interspersed
and June moved like a person in a about a thunder-storm.”
June answered. “I set the bottle
Mrs. Nellie Alexander returned by program numbers arranged by any period of time. Now it is
EQiJB
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Newbegln
She
stood
beside
the
cabin
door,
nightmare.
Doctor Cabler had
arar30
down on the basin, and it fell and spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs/Thursday to Rockport after spend
necessary
to
list
on
the
black
board
her
back
against
the
logs,
looking
the
incoming
officers,
and
included
brought her home, wrapped in his
tipped over. They spilled out, and
1
ing
several
days
at
the
home
of
songs ' Carry Me Back To Old Vlr- the name of the publication, the
greatcoat but drenched and shiver down toward the pond while he there was water in the basin, a lit Elmer Bagley In Unity.
ing still; and they found the door dressed hurriedly In the cabin be tle. The tablets in the water dis
A public supper will be served in,1 Mrs. Charles Lawrence ln Pleasant- ginny." "The Song Wc Sang," and name of the student, the time the
JEFFERSON
open, the hall half-flooded. They hind her. He talked steadily, cheer solved. There weren't but three left the Baptist vestry Wednesday at,' vUle.
"The Loreley'' by four girls. Mary magazine was taken and the time
fully;
but
she
spoke
not
at
all,
until
crept up the stairs like conspirators,
in the bottle. And I took one of 6 o'clock.
j Miss Alice Walter who was taken and Lois Norwood, Gloria Haskell it was returned. By this new way.
Mrs. Florence Meserve. Mrs. Ruth
and so came into the room where the Uncle Jim, remarking her long si them to her, one besides the one I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Mitchell
were
' ill at the home of Mrs. Helen Gor- and Mary Ludwig, their accompan magazines can be better cared for Murphy, Mrs. Evelyn Hagan. Mrs.
pitiless illumination of an unshaded lence. said behind her:
already had. Then she must have
! don where she was spending the ist. Mrs. Leroy Norwood; soprano and kept tn constant circulation as Maxtqp Gross. Miss Jacqueline Var“Tongue-tied this morning, June. heard the thunder coming, and she visitors Sunday in South Bristol.
electric bulb revealed this upon the
What
’
s
the
matter?"
Mrs. Marden DeShon of Portland winter, has been moved to the home solos "Smilin' Tnrougl." "Silver they can be kept for one period only, ner and Mrs. Alice Ogilvie attended
bed. Dr. Cabler made his brief
was afraid of lightning. So she got
“Mother's dead,” she said sim up and took the other two. Oh, I will be guest speaker Tuesday after of Mrs. Alvah Simmons, who is car- Threads Among the Oold." and a Madeleine Haskell is the librarian. a meeting of Thursday club at the
examination.
! wish I'd spilled them all."
“She is dead, yes,” he said. “But ply.
i Finnish song by Mrs. Nestor Salonoon at the meeting of the Womans ing for her.
Members of the Public Speaking home of Mrs. Caroline Wellman in
Something dropped to the floor, in ~"How do you know all this?" Un
I don’t think we’ll wake the old peo
Club
class
have been giving Interesting North Whitefield.
Rlchard
Butler,
son
of
Mr.
and
mki
her
««»n»PanUi.
Mrs
Fred
ple just now. The middle of the the cabin, and silence trembled cle Jim asked. There was a rasp
speeches
the past week These were
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney. Mrs. Fred Butler, who observed his
The Men s Harden Class spon
readings by Miss
night is a cruel time for bad news.
in his tones; something challenging
Jr.,
entertained
members
of
the
the
first
speeches
to
be
memorized
sored
a (Finnish Relief program Fri
14
birthday
last
Tuesday
enterSt
«
vens
'
Meeting."
and
I’ll go next door and get Rab or Asa
and angry. “How does anyone know
Emergency Aid Association Thurs- tained as supper guests. Robert I ‘ Mlxe<i Pr0'erbs:~ women s quartet this year and were excellent.
day at the Christian Endeavor hall.
what she did?”
to help me—”
A reserve in the Finnish army was
But June said in a cool voice:
“Why, the other tablets were day at a supper party.
| \yyiiie, antj Wayne Starrett and his selections, "The Rosary," and
•’Mother wouldn't like that.”
gone." said June.
Miss Barbara Ross of Bath was'^ Joyce Butler Among othcr j "Good-night Beloved." by Mrs. Sidguest
speaker, depicting the pres
Electric Cooking School in the
"Bottle empty?" Uncle Jim in weekend guest of Miss Carol Stevens, gut, he received
And without weakness or waver
handsome,v
French-Mrf> new all-electric kitchen on the stage ent conditions of Finland. Motion
sisted.
ing, she helped Doctor Cabler do
Willis Vinal. and Mrs. Leroy Nor at Temple hall. Rockland, two Plcturea
The family of Thomas Holmes ha.- , decorated cakes
also shovn « “ P*rt
The girl hesitated.
“I don't
What was required; not till this was
wood. accompaniment by Mrs. Dana more Thursdays. Jan. 26 and Feb of ‘he evening's entertainment.
moved from South Waldoboro to
know,
”
she
said.
"We
didn't
flnd
done would she permit him to sum
Mrs. Sadie Dolham who was taken Smith; orchestra selections, "Mig
the bottle. It's probably under the a house in the shipyard.
Miss Julia Hilton, of Cooper s
mon anyone.
ill last week at her home Is now nonette,'' “White Sails." and "Noble 1 at 2 p m. Miss Ruth Cluff, home
The annual inspection of King
bed, or in the bed or something.
She did not know how long it was
economics director, will be ln Mills has employment at the home
gaining
at
»iv:
home
of her daugh
Spirit" march, the players. Joan charge. Everybody cordially invited, .of Dr. and Mrs. Lester Gross,
We didn't look there. She was Solomon's Lodge F.A.M. was held
before Asa came to her.
ter. Mrs. George Stevens.
there.” Her tone wavered.
Smith and David White, violins; plenty of room, big. comfortable | The Good Will Christmas Club
“Go to bed, June,” he said.
I Friday night. District Deputy Grand
Clint held her hand hard.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Keene of Glenice French, clarinet; Harold |
•There's nothing to do here. I can
Master Ralph Stahl being the in
He aaid: “Now you forget it.
do that nothing as well as you.”
Bath wera guests Sunday o' Mr Overlock, drums; Verna Robinson, chairs. Ail food given away. Most met at the home of Mrs. Mary’ Flagg
Miss Leaford! Don't worry. There's specting officer. Oyster stew was
attractive door prize will be given recently.
“1 won't sleep," she told him.
and Mrs. Fred Hoyt at Pleasantville. piano; Charles Stimpson. guitar;
served after the meeting.
nothing to be afraid of."
away at Peb. 1 meeting, those at-1 The Baptist Ladies Missionary
“Go along,” he insisted. “To
• • • •
A rehearsal for the Seth Parker A!fled Wyllie, carnet, Josef Vinal.
"I wasn't afraid—of you," she
tending any or all of the meetings Society met Thursday at the home
bed.”
High School News
confessed, and saw the leap of
night, auspices of the Baptist trumpet
being eligible to receive It.—adv. [of Mrs. Marie Bond.
And she obeyed in a silent sub
pleasure in his eyes, and was happy
Victory again for the girls basket Church, will be held tonight at the
Refreshments were served, table
mission. In her own room she real
7-T-13
--------------------------that she had pleased him. But sud ball team, thc score being Waldo home of Mrs. Clarence Peabody.
decorations featuring the 8tar colors
ized that she was still drenched,
denly she was uneasy; she had
----------------------I
Subscribe to The Courier-Osaette
boro 38. Thomaston 21. The Waldo
wet, cold. She changed into a dry
A Golden Jubilee party auspices of —blue, yellow, white, green and red.
stayed too long. "I must go back.”
‘I s pose John is still takin’ life
nightgown and lay down. She ex
repeated
in
the
center
piece
of
boro
boys
were
defeated
by
Thomshe said.
the Womans Club will be held Sat
easy?" said the neighbor.
pected to stay sleepless till dawn;
WHAT CAUSES EPILEPSY?
. aston Wednesday night, thc final urday night at Town hall. Attraction flowers, candles and napkins.
Clint rose. "I'll go with you."
and in fact she did lie long enough
"Yes," answered the woman who
• • • •
"Will you?" she asked gratefully. score being 38 to 20.
of much appeal will be the floor
IS THERE A CURE?
awake to hear the Doctor return,
was carrying an armful of wood.
They went past the others. "Miss
The Outing Club has decided to show at 9 o'clock which will feature
High School Activities
end hear Aunt Evie in the halt
"John has only two regrets In life.
Leaford is going home." Clint ex hold a winter carnival, the date to
A booklet containing the opinion.-, of
Then she fell asleep; and when
i By Madeleine Haskell )
doctor* on thin Intereating sub
a chorus and orchestra numbering
plained. 'TU come back here."
One Is that he has to wake up to eat. famous
ject
will be sent FREE while they last,
be
announced.
A
paper
is
being
she woke, the sun was shining. She
At assembly Thursday the stu and the other is that he has to quit to any reader writing to the Bducatlon30 in a musical sketch. The pro
They came within sight of the
opened her door and saw a strange
circulated through the school for the ceeds will benefit the club. On the dents rehearsed the minstrel show
al Division. 535 Fifth Avenue. New
houses; and Clint paused.
eating' Vo sleep.”
York. N Y. Dept. JD-32
"Mother's dead,’ «>hc said
man in a black coat go quietly into
"I won't go in,” he said. “Re students to sign in event that they committee are: Mrs Willis Vinal, chorus numbers. Verna Robinson
simply.
her mother's room and shut the
member, thoaigh. I'm coming again. are interested.
Mrs George Newbert. Mrs. E. B. and Mr. Comee furnished the piano
door behind him.
I Tlie Juniors and Sophomores are
there. Then Uncle Jim cleared his Soon.”
Clark. Mrs. Dana Smith, Mrs. Inez accompaniment, and Mr. DeVeber
Below-stairs, when she descended,
He
caught
her
hand
and
held
it.
throat. “Dead?” he whispered.
busy getting ready for their one-act Mathews, Mrs. William Barrett. directed the songs.
all these kin of hers were gathered
Incredibly,
he
kissed
her
hand,
the
together. Grandma Hurder was cry-1 “Yes," she told him.
backs of her Angers. She saw his plays. The Juniors have made the Mrs Wilder Moore, and Mrs. Phillip
The Student Council is waging a
ing quietly, tears glistening on her ' He came close to her shoulder. eyes shine.
choice of, "New Oirl in Town" for
you can afford (jenuinr, Socially Qorrect
• • • •
campaign to place Virginia Moody
"Kitty
Leaford
dead?
”
he
repeated,
gray cheeks. She sat erectly in j
J their play. The cast has, as yet, not
“Good-by,” he said.
Eastern Star Installation
in
a
favorable
position
in
the
Snow
in
an
incredulous
tone.
her chair. June as she came down
been chosen. Tlie Sophomores have
She turned her head alertly. There
She loosed her hand and went on
stairs heard Grandma Bowdon say
Officers were installed Friday Bowl Contest. Several students are
in a heavy anger: “Utterly incon was a sound in the wood; the sound alone, and she held one hand over chosen "Johnie Goes Haywire." In night for Ivy Chapter, OES, by selling tickets and the support they
the other, to protect and treasure Ihe tentative cast are Mary Miller
At the Lowest Prices
siderate. No other word describes of voices, then footsteps.
Miss Evelyn Sawyer, past matron, arc receiving from the townspeople
"Someone’s coming.” she said.
the
spot
his
lips
had
touched.
Madelyn
Genthner.
Robert
Creamer,
is
greatly
appreciated.
The
CounEver Offered Anywherel
fit.” And as June entered the room
He started to speak, then stood si
She went on toward the house, j Inez Hilton, Maynard Wallace. El- capably assisted in the ceremonies
, Aunt Evie remarked, in her gentle, lently beside her In the doorway;
by
Mrs
H.
D.
Sawyer
as
marshal,
When she had gone in, Asa came J mer Achorn and Rudolph Kantola
VISITING CARDS
I whispering voice:
and thus they faced the two men after her, quietly, out of the wood. . pictureg wpre ,akpn Jan.
Qf fh(j Mrs. Willis R. Vinal as chaplain
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
‘1 was concerned about Kitty last who climbed the trail.
and Mrs. Percy Norwood as organ
styles
ol
engraving,
plate
Included,
Ai ThflM PrieM.
night You remember, she had a
clubs
including:
Dramatics,
Outing,
A young man came in front; and
only------------------------------------------------------- >145
VINALHAVEN AND
(To Be Continued*
ist. The installation was attended
! headache. I know what it is to have
WhT
Buy
Dancing, Music Glee. Hobby Club..,
now the color flowed across June’s
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
by 150 members, and guests includ
headaches. I have suffered myself;
ROCKLAND
Imitattoas?
cheek and burned there, for she
Student Council. Reporters Staff,
OR INVITATIONS
j and Kitty was sick with them, really knew him. She looked past him
ing Mrs. Gertrude Boody of Rock
THE JUIU'H OF DIMES
Librarians. Junior High and High
STEAMBOAT CO.
On while or ivory stock -wedding ar plate
Genuine engraving Is
sick sometimes.”
I For Tlie Courler-Oazettel
land.
district
deputy
grand
matron
...
....
i Quickly, at his companion. This was
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
the
eodally
correct
ROCKLAND, ME.
She continued, in her pitiless soft a plumpj whitehalred old man who Tramp, irantp. tramp, the dimes are School Basket ball teams.
Chapters represented were Fondplate Included _____ _ ____ _ ...______ 8*4$
thing for business sta
marching;
The Mid-year Examinations start
tones: “Kitty resented life so deep walked with a surprisingly alert
du-lac
of
Washington,
Rose
of
j
tionery—the dignified.
Silver soldiers, hand in hand.
ly. And there was always a rebel step, his hands swinging at his sides. Oolng
SOCIAL STATIONERY
this week. Mid-year examinations
Service To:
out to fight thc monster
Impressive medium lor
in her. She would never be happy. Uncle Jim passed her and inter That Is stalking through our land. will be given according to this sched Sharon of Augusta, Orient of Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Special styles lor men and women. A
business or professional
Feeding on the precious bodies
Union. Golden Rod of Rockland, and
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
I am not surprised.”
ington, Isle An Haut, Swan’s
use.
Now—at these
posed himself between her and these Envy of the stralghtest bough.
ule: Wednesday. 1.30-2.45 period 1 Lake View’ of Jefferson.
styles ol engraving, plate Included______
Island and Frenchboro
amazingly low prices—
June stopped in the doorway, in newcomers; and he said casually: Of the sapling on thc hillside.
12.25. 5245 aud up.
So start your dimes a-marchlng now! classes. 2. 45-3.15 activities period;
there is no need lo be
These officers were inducted into
credulous and bewildered, trying to
“Hullo!”
Thursday. 8.45-10.15 period 2 classes. office: Worthy matron, Mrs. Leroy
satisfied with Imitation
BUSINESS
STATIONERY
understand the implication in their
Thc young man extended his Little voices filled with music.
WINTER SERVICE
engraving or common
Little eyes with laughter bright.
10.30- 12 period 3. 1.30-2.45 period 4, Smith; worthy patron, William H. Subject to change without notice
500 business cards or Hamtnennill Bond
words. Rab and Asa were in tha hand. “I’m Clint Jervies,” he ex May
we keep them that way always—
place printing.
ALL
letterheads (BVixIl or 7VixlOW, plate In
2.45-3.15 activities period; ’’Tiday, Robinson: associate matron, Mrs.
room, but they did not see June. plained. “This is Mr. Tope.” He
Never knowing sorrow's blight.
PRICES
IN
THIS
ADchildren are Ood given.
cluded, only ____________________ .... 8745
Grandpa Hurder was here in the turned to the girl. “You're Miss Little
8 45-10.15 period 5. 10.30-12 period 6. Albert White; associate patron, Al
VERTISEMENT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Sent Irom heaven to us from Him.
hall, walking ceaselessly up and Leaford, aren't you?”
INCLUDE
THE
COST
May we keep them always safely
1.30- 2.45 period 7.
Read Down
Read Up
bert W. White; secretary, Mrs.
OF ENGRAVING THE
down. Then Uncle Justus came in
She nodded slowly, without words. Clean of heart and strong of limb.
A. M.
P. M.
Laura
Starrett;
treasurer.
Miss
PLATE.
through the kitchen, and said some She was trembling.
It Is children’s blessed birthright
GEORGES RIVER ROAD Tena McCallum; conductress, Mrs. 5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.0P
thing about breakfast, in the hollow
Uncle Jim asked with narrowing To run happily, romp and play;
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Not a bent and shapeless body
Ar. 4.40
Jenny Anderson. Lempi Torpacka, Marshall White; associate conduc
voice of the deaf; and Grandpa Hur eyes: “All right. What of it?”
That once come, is there to stay.
740 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 340
We
must
fight
this
dread
monster
And
Clint
said,
in
swift,
friendly
der shouted into his ear;
Elizabeth Seppala and Amanda tress, Mrs. Boynton Maxey; chap
8.15 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
We must stop his raids somehow.
fashion: “Why. you see, I hap So start the silver soldiers marching, Maki will serve a supper at the Fin lain, Miss M. Grace Walker; mar
“Kitty's dead!"
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 140
pened to be passing, last night, in
Set your dimes to marching now.
“Eh?” said Uncle Justus.
117-tf
nish Church Thursday night at shal, Miss Hilda Aspey; organist,
Margaret Elwell
Aunt Evie came swiftly past June time to give Miss Leaford a lift. And
Bpnire Read
8 30 o'clock The public ts invited Mrs Frp<l Campbell; Adah, Mrs.
and went to silence him; and Grand- I wanted to—to. maKamrc Site iQJ
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Farmer In Winter

The Rhoades Family
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A MAID CALLED

STONINGTON

MILLS

Miss Hilda Wood, field worker for

The City Man Pictures His
the Children's Home ln Ellsworth,
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks was in town recently.
Life As Easy, But Far
(Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Billings have
About Household Matters
From It, Folks
returned home after attending the

ftftftft
MRS O6CAR C. LANE
Correspondent

How does the Maine farmer oc
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
cupy himself In winter? As the lay
(Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
man sees it his program probably WNAC. Boston; WTAG. Worcester; WC8H, Portland; WTIC. Hartford:
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ. Bangor).
consists of milking his herd of cows
twice a day, seeing to their fodder,
“The suggestions for different Butter, I teaspoon salt, pinch of
keeping the shed supplied with fire
wood. and devoting the re-it of his ways with winter vegetables were black pepper,
time to sitting near the fireplace such a help,” writes a conscientious j Mix ln order given. Place ln an
smoking and airing his views as to little mother w’ith four hungry oiled baking dish. Brown in oven,
the mentality of Uncle Sam’s states youngsters to feed. “Please do an- Serve at once,
othcr colunm soon, for the vege- Double Decker Cheese Souffle
men down In Washington.
tables with wholewheat breads and Four tablespoons flour, 4 tableBut that is only a small portion
cereals, milk and eggs are our spoons Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream
of the picture, according to Ralph C.
standby . . . meat and fish In more Butter, 1 cup milk. 3 eggs, 1 cup
Wentworth, agent of the Knox-Lin
limited amounts and I can manage grated American cheese, salt and
coln Farm Bureau, who has sum
those.”
pepper.
mered and wintered 'with tbe farm
Do
ycu
all
know
the
Browns,
Cora
Make a thick cream sauce ln top
ers of Knox and Lincoln counties
THREE KINDS OF TAXES—The government cellects taxes (I) on wealth. (2)
and Bob. have a book of vegetable
double boiler with the first three
the
past
10
years.
for tpecial benefits, and (3) tn control forces io the public interest. The rieh
cookery
that
Is
packed
with
good
ingredients
and add the cup of
The Extension Service year ends
man pays more taxes on his house or his income because he has treater ability
ideas? And now for a few additions 8ratt‘d cheese. When It melts, reto pay than the waqe earner. Water rates and gasoline taxes are examples Nov. 30 and during the ensuing year
move frcm flre and add lhe three
ol the second type ot taxes. Tho more water used, or the more gasoline con- come the planning meetings, at to last week's list of suggestions
we" beaten Pold in ltirep
turned in driving on the highways, the greater the benefits received, and tho which time the year's work for the I
A sptnach ring filled with
stiffly beaten egg whites and pour
greater the taxes. Tariffs exempilty the third type. Tariffs usually are levied to
creamed eggs or eggs a la King or
community
is
discussed.
This
work
protect American workmen Irom competition of low-standard labor abroad.
into buttered baking dish. Set dish
includes meetings, demonstrations. eggs ln curry sauce is usually popu in a pan of hot water and bake
; and the enrolling of co-operators ln lar. Spinach loaf witli tomato souffle at 309 to 350 degrees F. for
parts, first his own poems and sec
I the various projects. Some of the ;auce and bacon garnish or poached 45 minutes.
tions from 'Mariner Heart’ and
projects were already started be- egg on a mound of spinach goes
London Buns
Hurricane ; second, poems, which
Prov’de fore 060 *’ one of them *x‘lnsi puU' well, or fill your spinach ring with
Two cups flour, 3 heaping tea
have been published in ‘Voices'. "He Potent Legumes
buttered
carrots.
’
orum disease testing, applications
spoon-- baking powder, S, teaspoon
interspersed anecdotes about poets
Nourishment
ihment For An- being presented at the office ln Oro- 1 Vary the carrots by cooking them salt, 2 eggs, 1 cup milk, one-third
he has known. The poet broadcast
! no by Sept. 15. All records were with diced celery to serve in cream cup Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream
other Skipper Win
over WENY and held a poetry analbroken last fall when poultrymen or with string beans. Raw carrot Butter, 1-2 cup currants mixed with
sis and discussion meeting in the
and cocoanut. raw carrot and pea 1 tablespoon sugar.
Claiming that It was due to the asked to have 40.000 hens tested,
student government rooms in Tomp
i bracing effect of the baked bean The Dairy Herd Improvement As- nut, or carrot and apple are good
Sift flour with baking powder
kins hall. At that time, he analyzed!
up
wlth
supper held a week ago, the Skip- 1 sociation has made steady progress in salads or try grated raw carrot and
original poetry of Elmira College
with pineapple in a jellied salad.
pers
barely
squeezed
out
a
second
*
n
,wo
counties,
where
20
large
i the milk.
Cream
the
butter
with
students and townspeople who take
herds are under the supervision of
String beans can be varied with the flour mixture. Add egg and
straight
win
over
the
disgruntled
their work to him.'
tester Norris Hamlin. Of the 12 cheese sauce, with tomatoes and milk, then add the currants which
Mr. Vinal resides in New York Ganders last Tuesday evening, in a
herds which have completed three onion. Creole style or with cream have been mixed with a tablespoon
ln winter, but spends his summers match that had everything from
years of testing, seven have in sauce on toast with a garnish of of sugar. Mix ingredients quickly
here. He was entertained at a din pathos, humor, drama, suspense and
creased over 20 pounds of butter fat hecon
without too much beating. Put in
ner party at Mark Twain Hotel
a happy ending to comedy, tragedy, per cow, the total increase being
Canned tomatoes, com and greased muffin tins and bake in a
SPEED'S
Monday evening preceding his talk.
from 260 to 312 pounds. Only one cheese, baked wit', bread crumbs or moderate oven (375 degrees F.j
Hosts were members of the spon ragged bowi ng and an unhappy end
herd showed a decrease of 20 pounds com and lima oean custards will about 15 minutes
ing
(for
the
lobsters).
soring committee.
FINE IN HOCKEY
of fat per cow.
make a hit Eggs scrambled with
MENU
Tlie Skippers had won the first
Scientific handling of woodlots left-over corn, string beans, aspara
Break
(ast
two strings, the first by a goodlv has become a very lmprotant mat gus or a mixture of all three
SWAN'S ISLAND
BUT NOT IN
Welch’s Grape Juice
margin of 36 and the second by a ter with many farmers. Trees are smuggle in more vegetables. Vege
Lewis Kent and Forrest Stanley single stick, so that going Into the marked for removal and advice is table omelet with cheese sauce or
Wheatena
CIGARETTES.
had a narrow escape from drowning third and last heat they were 37 pins elven on pruning. This work is car- a fluffy omelet with Creole Sauce
Broiled Bacon
Thursday night when on their way
' London Buns
to windward, and it looked as if ried on dur*ne the winter months has even the husbands who scorn
I LIKE
from Stonington In a heavy north
Quince
Marmalade
they could coast home under reefed w,ltn tllc farmers are cutting their vegetables interested .
west wind they ran their boat ashore
Coffee
winter's supply of fuel. Other pro
Equal parts of mashed potato
Lunch
SLOW-BURNING on the back side of Hockmock Head. fore and mainsails.
jects in which summer plans are and mashed turnip beaten up with
They were rescued by Norman
In the first four boxes Of the third made include farm sewage disposal, an egg and baked, or stuffed back
■Double Decker Cheese Souffle
Burns who reached them with much string, however, the Ganders cut running wafer for farm and home
CAMELS...
Toast
into baked petato shells, appeal to
difficulty as the rocks were coverud this lead down to only nine pins and ( rural electrification.
Welch's Currant Jelly
better home people who think they dislike tur
with ice. The boat, the property of the Gander boys were sniffing the ' grounds, forest tree
THEY'RE
Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice
planting, or nip Or cocked turnip shoes can
Mr. Kent, was badly damaged.
battle like old war horses. With Leon chard spray service, blueberry dust be hollowed out to form cups and
Cocktail
Marguerite Joyce is with her aunt Sanborn bowling a sweet 123 in his service, young orchard development, filled with creamed peas or string
Cookies
Mrs. Frank Bridges for a few weeks. last effort and the Ol’ Goose get growing good pullets for flock, re beans for a different touch.
Din ner
Charlie Carveth accompanied by ting 28 pins in his very '.ast two placement and more summer eggs.
Have you tried mashed sweet po
Prudence Beef Loaf with
AND
his mother have returned to their frames to pull his string up to HO The proper use of farm land is re tato with orange juice and a little
Brown Gravy
home on the mainland after having the Ganders came within two pins ceiving much consideration. A map grated rind, rolled in cornflakes
•Maine Potato Cakes
resided here for several years, where of scuttling the Skippers and upset - has been prepared of every town ln and baked or deep fat fried, then
•Squash Puff
he had employment with Howard ting the bean pot Everybody was the two counties, the forest land and served perched cn a slice of broiled Grapefruit and Green Pepper Salad
Rich. They won many friends here holding his breach at the finish for crop land being designated, and pineapple? Have you tried sweet
Gocd Luck Butterscotch Fie
and will be greatly missed especially all knew it was very close.
where changes have taken place in potato and pineapple or sweet po
Coffee
But meanv hile the Skippers were the farming areas they are so in tato and apple scallop, grilled sweet
ln Atlantic where they were located
•Recipes given.
doing a bit, of fancy bowling (in dicated. Suggestions are also given potatoes or equal parts of sweet and
in the home of Donald Joyce.
• • • •
places 1. Skipper Peterson bowled s|by the con^ttee as
to how the white potatoees hash browned ln
A house was reported stolen in
steady 96 without benefit of spare
Miss Laura Joyce
Extension Sendee can help farming butter?
Indianapolis by Arthur Valient, who
or strike in his last effort, getting
Perhaps you have bright ideas for said thestructure weighed one and
Miss Laura Joyce. 66. died sud
in those towns--Rockland corresfive nines and five tens. Skipper
pondent ln the Boston Sunday winter vegetables that, we've for one-half tons, and had been used as
denly Jan. 14 at the home of her
Hall nearly gave his teammates
gotten but anyway there really isn't a gott course
Globe
brother Sherman Joyce, where she
h^art failure when by the too effi
any excuse . . . except Indifference
had made her home for several
cient use of his celebrated "gutter
... for serving them always in a
years. Previous io this she was an
BRONCHIAL
ball” he achieved a three box in plished by a few platefulls of dreary parade cf sameness.
efficient milliner, employed by one bis ninth frame, but he electrified beans.
Old Fashioned Maine
Fish Favoring Ganders
of Boston s largest stores.
the crowd to cheers when he top
Potato Cakes
DUE
Miss Joyce who was very WM1 pled a nice spare in his tenth and Sanborn ................ 74 84 123—281
Add one slightly beaten egg to
liked by all who knew her was the last frame, and then earned an ex Orime^ ..._............... 84 82 93—26’
TO
tire cold left-over mashed Maine
daughter of Mr and Mrs San'ord tra six pins with his last ball. These Littlefield_______ 77 88 75—240
potatoes (allow one egg to each |
To ouirkly relieve DISTRESS—when
Joyce. She leaves one brother. Sher are some of the high lights. Some Shields ..._............., 97 87 77—G61
three cups of potato.) shape into a cold affects your upper bronchial tubes
man; two sisters Madle of Atlantic of the dark and gloomy places were Goose Arey............ 86 77 110—273
—
REMEMBER it taken MORE than
patties, dust with flour and fry in ’’just
a salve!” You need to rub your
and Mrs. William McCavery or Ban Link's 74 in his first string, the
ESEARCH men may use fancier
Land
O'
Lakes
Sweet
Cream
But

chest, throat and bark with a warming,
418 418 481-1317
. language, but they say the same gor. Services were conducted by Goose’s 77 in his second string and
soothing
“eounfrr-frrffanf” like good
ter until delicately browned. Ar
Bean Boosting Skippers
old reliable Musterole whirh penetrates
thing about cigarettes as Roy Con-Rev. Herbert Elwell.
Shields’ 77 in his last string. Three
Drew ...................... 84 82 84—450 range on platter with the re-heated the outer layrrs of the skin and helps
acher (ebote), high-scoring forward
pins tac’’«d on to either of these
break up local congestion snd pain. Its
Peterson................. 98 83 95—276 sliced meat and fill center with soothing
of thc Boston Bruins. Scientists know
vapors ease breathing. Used by
would have changed the whole
NORTH HAVEN
Hall ........................ 84 82 82—248 steaming hot buttered canned peas. millions for over 30 years! 3 strengths:
that nothing destroys thc delicate
story.
Regular, Children's (mild) and Extra
Guilford ...............
93 BP 93—275 This touch of green, fresh flavor Strong,
elements of cigarette fragrance and
40t. Hospital Size, $3.00.
The Skippers as a result of these
Mrs. Orrie Woodworth who spent
flavor like the excess heat of too-fast
Skip Arey ...... -...... 95 83 92—270 will add a new note of color and
two
yellow-eyed
wins
are
begging
burning. Slow-burning Camels give several weeks with her daughter
zip to the platter of left-over foods.
mote pleasure per puff and more
Mrs. Emily Oregory in New Jersey Cap’n Grimes to have another bean
Squash Puff
464 419 446-1319
supper soon, but the Cap’n shakes
puffs per pack free below).
nas returned home.
Two cups sifted squash. 4 cup
------------... , ■
ft,
Mrs. Joel Wooster and daughter, his head and slyly says he guesses
rich milk, 1 egg. beaten, 1 table
UNION
he will shift back to fish and taters.
Gene are spending a few days in
spoon Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream
In recent laboratory testsj
a training food that seems to be
Miss Lillian A. Cole a native of
Vinalhaven with Mrs. Wooster's
CAMELS burned 25% sfowmore agreeable to the Ganders.
er than tbe average of the
this town died of pneumonia in
parents Mr and Mrs. Merle Tolman
It Is noticeable that all the talk
15 ether of the targeat-ssNOwing to the frigid
Foy Frown who has been ill since of trading off some of thc players Bangor.
ing brand* tested — slower
last fab is able to be out of doors. of the two teams that has been in weather burial will be deferred until
than any of them. That
RehenrsaLs ar. in progress in the thc air so much the past few weeks spring.
means, en the average, a
Pythian Sisters for the Initiation of has all evaporated and the object
smoking plus equal te
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
that was desired has been accom1 new members Wednesday night.

A speaking contest program was
presented Friday at High School
assembly.
Fox Islanders Girls' 4-H Club met
Friday night at the home of Mrs.
Dewey Brown, assistant leader. Mrs.
Theodore Nutting, leader and 17
members were present. The clasp of ■
cooking girls made muffins and
served them with jam. The seeing
class received instructions irr ma
chine stitching.
The Bridge Eight met Fri
day
with
Mrs.
Elmer
aimmers at her home for a belated
Christmas party Oifts were—"axchanged and luncheon served wl|ich
Included two large decorated birth
day cakes featuring the birthday an
niversary of Mrs. Sada Robbins and
Mi's. Chrlstena Christie.
Mrs Ina Black. Great Pocohontus of Maine will be at Red Urns
hall tonight to organize a Portion tus Council.
• • • •
Poet-Author Gives Readings
This clipping ts from the New
York newspaper "Flmira Gazette",
and will be of interest to the many
friends of Harold Vlnal a native of
this town
"Harold Vinal. well
known poet-author and editor of
the verse magazine 'Voices', gave a
program of readings before approxi
mately 150 Monday night in the El
mira College Chapel Mr. Vinal. di
vided his entertainment into two

A Bean Hangover

MILDER

COOLER!

i

R

MM;

*^SM0KES

OWNERS
iJ FORUM

Motorboat Show in New York.
Mrs. Tony Bernard! is home from
Boston.
Dorothy Hutchinson is employed
By ABNER GORDON
at Gordon MacKay's.
verflowing
cesspool: usually
Miss Zetta Smith, teacher in the
are caused by grease from kitchen
fourth grade was called to her home sinks clogging the masonry wall open
in Cushing this week by the serious ings
Grease float,, collect: a; the sides,
illness of her mother. Mrs. Virgie
drawn into opening-- by escap
Cousins is substituting during Miss being
ing liquid
Eolith's absence.
Pumping oui oi cleanin.
with
(Mrs. Maude Allen is passing the chemicals will prove ineffectivi as
cesspool will onl> fil again
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Willard | Eliminate clogging trouble by In
Harding in Stockton Springs.
stalling grease trap in sink waste
Ava Rich of Isle au Haut was a pipe, with outlet connected to main
waste pipe Clean trap at regular inrecent visitor at Sand Beach farm. tervals
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest MacDonald
Q.—How much drier I? necessary
and daughter Callie of Isle au Haut when paint is mixed from paste white
lead and raw linseed oil? Does boiled
have been visiting relatives here.
oil require drier” What Is meant by
Rosemond Robbins is employed at a “flatting vehicle"" Does It require
drier also?
the home of (Mrs. Robert McGuire.
A.—Under
favorable conditions,
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Carter have
addition of V« pt. drier to each gal
returned from Bangor
of white lead paint prepared with
Mrs. Vola Farley of McKinley and raw linseed oil is sufficient
Leroy Dunham of Lamolne were I Under atmospheric or environ
called here recently by the serious mental conditions unfavorable for
oxidation, as much as 1 qt of drier
illness of their brother Roger, who may be advisable to assure rapid, firm
Is now reported to be gaining He drying
Is at the home of his aunt, Mrs.1 Boiled linseed oil require: no drier
being made by dissolving certain dry
Maisie Gray.
ing compound? in raw oil with aid of
Capt. and Mrs. Adrian ^Stanley are , heat
here iron Stockton Springs to pass 1 A flatting vehicle is n specially pre
pared oil such as lead mixing oil or
the winter.
lead reducing oil which gives flat fin
Mrs Mildred Snowman ts occupy- ' ish generally desired on interior sur
faces It requires no drier
ing the Carlotto Brimigion rent.
Winfield S. Thurlow of Peqttot Is | 0.—How can the setting of plaster
of Pari.- be retarded?
visiting hts aunt. Mrs. Bessie Has
A —If plaster sets too rapidly, dis
kell.
solve small amounts of glue in mixing
Simon Freedman Is ill with influ watei to retard hardening process
enza.
Virginia Shephard is employed at married at Bangor Jan. 15 by Rev
Aubrey M. Winsor. Mi. Coombs is
Richard Earle's.
Mrs. Hazel Barter and Mrs. Ethel the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Noyes were recent visitors tn Bangor. Ernest Coombs of Btonington,
Mrs Oertrude Stinson, who has
Hilary Kennedy of ReedsjXirt. Or'been ill with pneumonia. Is gaining.
Norlne Oray was guest Saturday can play two trumpets at one time
of Patricia Allen in North Stoning
Oeorge Sherwood of Los Angeles
ton.
Alford Welch is at Castine Hospi was sentenced to Jail for 123 days
tal for treatment.
when he was convicted of breaking
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hughes are on 47 separate traffic rules.
a two weeks’ visit in the South.
Relatives and friends here of Mrs.
Clara J. Pettee were saddened to
learn of her death Jan. 18 In Rock
If fidgety nerves, restlow nights and di»land.
treaa from female functional “irregular*
itiea" keep you from having fun in life*Dennis McMahon of Rockland has
take Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Con<
been ln town thc past week on a
pound, made especially to help auch run
down, weak, ailing women. Try it!
business trip.
Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Staples
were in Boston to attend the Metho
dist Advance meeting.
(genuine CnqrtiveJ
An extra crew of quarrymen are
employed at the Goss quarry
The County Health Nurse, Miss
JU Ihs Lowest Pzicee la Hlxtorrl
Winifred Dunphv has been at tne
school the past week examining the
Visiting Cards
eyes and ears of the pupils.
WO paneled cards, choice ol 4
sizes and 30 styles of engraving.
Mrs. Annie Barter Is recovering
PLATE INCLUDED, only — 81.88
from Illness.
Mr. and Mrs. (Fulton Weed have
Wedding Announcements
returned from Portland.
or Invitations
These officers wer elected at the
On white or Ivory stock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inside and
recent stated meeting of Juanitc ’
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Chapter. O.ES Worthy matron.
CLUDED .................. ................ $1.98
Nina Oross; worthv patron. Ray-i
Sodal Stationery
mond Oross; associate matron. Eliza
Special styles for men and women.
Morey; associate patron, Leo Blood; '
A choice of lovely colors, mono
secretray, Florence Wallace; treas
grams and styles of engraving,
urer, Georgia Coombs: conductress.
PLATE INCLUDED______________
$2.25. $1.15 and up.
Vallie Smith; associate conductress.
Mildred Blood: trustees Nina Gross.
Business Stationery
Raymond Oross. Eliza Morey; fi
800 business oards or HammermlU
nance committee, Katherine Cleve
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only--------------------$7 48
land. Mary Gray, Alexander Me-J
Ouffie.
Lillian Merchant of Bangor and
Donald Coombs af this town were 1

O

FOR WOMEN ONLY!
I
J

STATIONERY

The Courier-Gazette

THE LATEST VOGUE IN

PERSONAL STATIONERY
With paper and envelopes to match

Your name and addTess or monogram printed
on each

In Several Designs and Colors of Ink

Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets

Buick Announces New 'Estate Wagon’

i a

per packs
■

Makes an excellent and useful Christinas or

FOR EXTRA MILDNESS,

Birthday Gift

EXTRA COOLNESS,

Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from

EXTRA FLAVOR.

Camels
SLOW-

BURNING
OOSTUER TOBACCOS

$1.00

$1.25

$1.50 per box

Postage 15c extra

ADDITION OF the new ‘Estcte Wagon' to its line
af 1940 models Is announced by the Buick Division
of General Me to re Csrporation. Of the popular
station wagon type, the new model Is built on the
Series 50 Super chassis, of 121-lnch wheelbase, and ie
powered by the famous Buick valve-ln-head straight
tight-enaiiii. XeiJjjrsj gLlbt CS*

Wagon are

luxurious Interior trim and upholstery with Foamtex
rubber and luxury springe In all seat cushions and
equipment identical with that used in passenger
care of this make. Ample room for six passengers
with large luggage or parcel carrying capacity is
provided. The new Estate Wagon is In Quick’s
loiter medium grlce range.

See this full line of samples at
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In Everybody’s Column
THOMASTON
ftftftft
SHIRLEY T. WLLLLAMB
Correspondent
ftftftft

OLD THOMASTON HOMES

DOWN THE MIDDLE

Advertisements ln this column no»
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cent*, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

Tel. 190

Mrs. E A. Wing arrived Saturday
from Boston where she has been
visiting her son, James P. Wing,
and is guest of her brother. Dr. E. ,
R. Biggers and Mrs. Biggers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike,
who were recently married, were
guests cf honor at a shower party
Priday night at the horn? of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs Leander W.
Thorndike, Oyster River road Many
useful and attractive gifts were pre
sented the newlyweds and music,
dancing, cards and Chinese Check
ers provided entertainment. Re
freshments were served. Those pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Leander
Thorndike, Mr. and Mis. Nathaniel
Stone, Mrs. Garfield Dolliver and
daughter. Miss Lucille Dolliver. Mrs.
Charles Winchenbach, Mrs Harvey
Lindsey, Mrs, Ralph Ludwig, Mrs.
Ray Thorndike, Mrs. Theodore Clukey and son, Dana, Mrs. Dana Stone
and daughter. Rose Marie. Andrew
Stone and Robert Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford. Mr
and Mrs. Ezra Sholes. Mrs. Grace
Andrews. Mrs. Harriet Tillson,
Dwight Lineken, Hollis Gillchrest
and Levi Copeland attended tiie in
stallation of Meduncook Ledge, K
P. and Friendship Temple. P. S.
Miss Lena Shorey returned to
Portland Sunday after passing tlie
weekend at her home

TO LET

♦

;

I MODERN apartment to let, flve rooms
[With bath: every convenience, hf-aL-d,
fireplace, electric refrigerator, garaRe
Furnished or unfurnished ns desired
Residential location; available after
Peb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA. Tho
Men s Shop, Main and Park 8ts , Rock
land____________________________ 2-tf
THREE room furnished apartment lo
let; adults
MRS HAZEL BOHN, 12
Clarendon St.
8-10

1

FURNISHED three-room apartment
to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water,
12 Knox St, TEL 156-W
148-tf

I TWO unfurnished apartments to let
i Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 25 North
Main St.
l-K
FURNISHED rooms to let. desir
able location. MRS A. C. JONES 5
Talbot Ave , Tel 576_____________ 126-tf

i

ran J4. Koeklahd

APARTMENT, furnished and heated
to let nt 14 MASONIC ST.
10-12

Residence of William Flint, Jr.—From an old photograph.

be open to tlie public. Tlie main
floor is to be reserved for member'.
Frank Lineken, Chester Smalley.
George Gilchrest and Miss Frances
Shaw attended tiie meeting of the
Maine Municipal Association for
the municipal oificers of Knox. Wal
do and Lincoln Counties held in
Rockland yesterday.
Mrs. Blanche Lermond was in
charge of the Rubinstein Club pro
gram at Rcckland Friday night and
presented a paper on "Early Nine
teenth Century Music."
Miss Marie Jordan. Mis, Marie
Clark ano Howard Miller were guests

ROOMS to let st 15 Genre st
579-W MRS. FIORA COLLINS

TFT
l-tf

ROCKPORT
ftftftft
LTDA G CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel 2229

In a fast impromptu doubles match on the courts of the British Colonial
Hotel, in Nassau, the Bahamas, a hard volley is smashed down the middle
for sn ace. Most popular sport in Nassau, tennis Is played the year round
by fine club players. This winter, visiting tennis stars from the United
States and Europe have ertered many of the winter tournaments which
sre the sports attractions for thousands of American visitors In Nassau.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert MacPhail ol
Owl s Head and Mr. and Mrs Wil relatives before going to her home Guy Fawkes Day Annual
bur Fogg of Rcckland. were guests at Pascagould. Miss.
Celebration in England
Sunday of Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Over
Misses Nancy and Hope Cunning
Guy Fawkes day is an annual cel
man. Mr. Fogg was a former resi ham were entertained Saturday by ebration in England when merry-1
dent of Rockport.
Miss Helen Young at the home of makers parade the streets in masks I
and fantastic garb, and carry with
Everett Morcng of Portland is Mrs. Sarah Clough.
them an effigy made of straw and
The Baptist Coir will meet Tues rags, and shout: “Guy Fawkes, (
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley , Of Warren Ma.-. owan last night, en visiting at the home of his brother
day night at the home of Mrs. Ar Guy! Stick 'im up on 'igh; there
and son Benjamin spent Friday in tertainment being provided by Leroy Morong.
Portland.
Mrs. Lina Joyce and Mrs. Alice thur Walker for rehearsal.
let 'im die!”
The excuse for this hymn of hate j
Officers and teachers of the Bap
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Macdonaid i th? Hesmcr Pond S 10w Bcwl. Rc- Priest entertained a group of friends
of Belfast were guests Saturday of fre.-hme. were er ■ed later in the at bridge Friday night at tlie home tist Church School will meet Friday goes back more than 333 years,
: of the former on Limerock street. night at the church parsonage for notes a writer in the Chicago Trib
Mr. and Mrs. Eibridge Orafton at evenin
une With seven other conspirators
their new home
Tlioce present wer? Mrs Nina Car- a business session.
Fawkes, a gentleman of good fami
roll. Mrs Marion Richards. MrEdgar Libby has n turned front mon<h to Pf,.
A neighborhood party was held ly. planned to blow up the houses
Boston where lie was called by the of uu .
given a iurpri*? Nellie Staples. Mrs. Dorothy Crock - Friday night at Uie home oi Mr. and of parliament in London on Novemillness of Thomas Vernier.
j shower party by lellow members of ■ ett. Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Mrs Ma- Mrs. Charles Ingraham, the event b* 5, 1605, when King'James I
Attractive posters advertising the fl)e F
, ,.Pfl Choral Association . rion Ingraham, Mrs. Leona Salis marking the birthday anniversary was to be present. They hid 36
barrels of gunpowder in the cellar,
American Legon beano for the Finn- -aa,
;ht at the Congregatcinal bury. Mrs Edith Buzzell, Mrs Hat of Mrs Ingraham and Herbert and Fawkes was elected to touch
ish Relief Fund which takes p*. ~e pa- 0- A covered dish supper, in tie Sp ar. Mrs. Hi'.dred Rider. Miss Crockett. Eighteen were present off the explosion. But several of the
next Saturday night at Watts had |Charge cf jj, Marion Grafton and Helen Small, Mrs Joyce and Mrs. and made merry with beano, after plotters made the mistake of warn
are the work of Miss Natalie Bell-1 Mrs Lillian Comery. was enjoyed at Priest. Mrs. Rider was winner of which a bountiful lunch was served. ing their friends not to attend parlia
tlie high score with Mrs. Spear re- Those present were Mr. and Mrs. ment on that day. The scheme was
and may be seen in the THtm win- , 6 30
dows of the town stores
’
ceiving
second prize. At the close Charles Carver. Mr and Mrs. Edgar discovered. The schemers were ar
supper. MW Grafton presented M.ss
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roes went | Leach with tlie siiower of miscel- Iof play refreshments were served. Bchndell, Mrs. Leslie Dean, Mrs. rested. charged with treason, and
sent to their deaths with all the hor- i
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury Oladys Wilson. Mr and Mrs. Her r.ble rites used on traitors in those
Saturday to Boston and on return : ianeou. gifts conveying the good
Sunday were accompanied by Mrs \u.;w/cf the ssembled group. A „nd Miss Winnifred Ric.iards mo bert Crockett, Earl Dean. Mrs Eilen days.
Roes' sister, Miss Oertrude T. Brow n J ,ocial evcni,. of games followed. tored to Waterville and Bangor Daucett, Miss Elizabeth Daucett.
Next to Christmas the day is the
who arrived that day in Boston from Besides the guest
Forrest Daucett. Casper Daucett, happiest of the year for British
guest of honor, Mrs. Sunday for the day.
Washington. D C. Miss Brown is Grafton and Mrs. Comery, those
Marion Lane, daughter of Mr. and Mr and Mrs. C aries Ingraham. Mr. ymngsters. They are not greatly
Mrs.
Charles Lane. Jr., entertained nnd Mrs. Alvin Small and Mrs. Hor concerned with thc whys and where
to spend a few weeks at her home present were Mr.
M and Mrs. Forest
fores—even though nearly every
here while recuperating from an Stone. Mrs. Edith Richards, Mr- Saturday afternoon a few of her ace Coombs of Rockland The ma
song they sing has something about
accident which has kept lirr con Elizabeth Grafton. Mrs. Lura Libby, friends to celebrate tier seventh jor prize winner was Mrs. Wilson. ’’remember.” . . . Cherub faced
fined to a Washington hospital the Mrs. Charles Prescott, Miss Alice oirthday anniversary. The time
Guy Young of Brunswick w$B boys go from house to house, col
past 12 weeks.
Tuttle. Miss Laura Beattie. Miss passed altogether too quickly for guest Saturday at the home of Mr lecting pennies to buy fireworks, and
chanting their hymn.
Next Monday night tlie first in a Mildred Leach, Mitt Ruth Miller, the little tots with indoor and out and Mrs. Ray Easton
When evening comes "Guy” is
second series of card parties spon Miss Natalie Bell, Rev. H. F Leach, door
games
and
refreshments,
the
The
Twentieth
Century
Club
met
L
abler including a beautifully deco Friday afternoon at the heme cf gibbeted over a big bonfire. Then
sored by the Star Circle of Grace and Charles Knights.
the mummers put on their fireworks
rated birthday cake, the center of Mrs. Viola Spear with Mrs. Linthel —just the way Americans do on
Chapter will be held at the Masonic
hall. There will be another grand
attraction. Marion was generously Lane as reader, giving a review of July 4 . . . Many of the bonfires are
Electr.c Ccok,ng School in the
ie membered with gifts. Her guests ’"A Goodly Fellowship" by Mary so large that they require as many
prize for this series as for the las.
' new a'.l-electric kitchen on the stage
one. The committee in charge of
were Phyllis Spear, Louise Priest, Eilen Chase. Mrs. Raymond Mc as 200 wagon loads of fuel to feed
j at Temple hall. Rockland, two
next weeks party is Mrs. Ruth
Lillian Wilson. Effie Andrews. Fran Farland, Jr., was a guest and 14 them. And the tradition behind them
j more Thursdays, Jail. 25 and Feb.
is probably much older than the
Perry, Mrs. Margaret Stone. Mrs.
ces Carleton. Patricia Staples.
members were present.
1 at 2 p m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Seventeenth century. In some parts
A special service was held Sunday John Hy.-song, Jr., of Biunswick of England there are what appear
Florence Gardiner and Mrs. Eleanor I
I economics director, will be in
Cullen.
night at the Baptist Church with was weekend guest of Mr and Mrs. to be survivals ot an ancient fire
charge. Everybody cordially invited.
Capt. and Mr.-. James E. Creigh- '
the Trytohelp Club attending in a Ralph Wilson.
worship fete. In the course of a rit
' plenty of room. big. comfortable
ual dance children jump over the
ton left Sunday for Miami. Fla., for
body, 23 members being present, in
I chairs. Ail foed given away. Most
blaze as a reminder of the times
the winter. They are to visit rela
addition to an otherwise good sized
Electric
Cooking
School
in
the
J , , ,
_
_
attractive door prize will be giver,
when
human beings instead of effi
lives and friends in Portland, East
_
,
conrrc ?.•:Special music was new all-tlectric kitchen on the stage
~
. away at Fco 1 me< .ng. h e itgies were consumed.
Miiton, Mass, and Greenwich,
.uniui.
by tiie young peoples at Tempie hall. Rockland, two
tending any or all of th? meetings
I choir with Mrs. Clara Lane at the more Thursdays, Jan. 25 and Feb.
Conn., enroute.
Skeptical music critics and news
being eligible to receive it —adv.
organ, and a vocal solo was sung 1 at 2 p. nt. Miss Ruth Cluff. home papermen were given a demonstra
Pupils who have a perfect attend
7-T-13
by Mr Albert MacPhail of Owls economics director, will be in tion of the amazing voice of Chica
ance record for the first semester
Head with piano accompaniment by charge. Everybody cordially invited, go-born Susanne Foster, 15, recently,
of 18 weeks in the grades arc: Grade
England's ‘Most Interesting MS.’
Mrs. C. V. Overman. The pastor. plenty of rcom, big, comfortable when she sang the scale, beginning
1, Arthur James Elliot and Valeric
What is called “the mast interest- __
Rev.. C.
_. V Overman using the sub- chairs. All food given away. Most with A below middle C., to D. nat
Frances Feyler; Orade 2. Oladys
ing MS. in England” can be seen by ject .
..
Cushman, Elwyn Henderson. Con
attractive door prize will be given ural above C above high C. She
visitors in the Library of Corpus
.
stance Knights, Frank Hardy, Irving Christi college at Cambridge. It is the work tliat has been acne and away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at made her movie deput in "The reat
Lufkin, Katherine Lewis, Virginia the copy of the Gospels which Pope is being dene by die Trytohelp Club, tending any or all of the meetings Victor Herbert.
Sandeis. Kenneth Feyler and Rov Gregory sent with Augustin when ne an organization of the church which 1 being eligible to receive it —adv.
Sleeves; Grade 3 , Gloria Brooks. made his first missionary journey is now in its 14th year of existence
7-T-13
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Ruth Curtis, Jchn Davis, Christi:: ■ to convert the English to Christi and which is constantly engaged in
anity in the year 597.
rendering assistance to the church
Maxey, Edward McLellan and Leon
Ixith .spiritually and financially and
Simmons; Grade 4. Reynold Ander- I
Eye Reveals Disease
son, Dana Clukey, Frederick Henry.
Dr. Edward Jackson in Hygeia also in . preading cheer to th? unMary Jean Lakeman, Margaret says that pulmonary tuberculosis, I fortunate inside and outside of th?
A CHILD IS BORN’
Mayo, Helen McLain, Norma New heart disease and cancer of the church.
bury. Gay Stetson. Elaine Swan- stomach or lungs may be first rec- I Mks winnifred Richards who has
ognized intheeye. Disease affecta weefc wUh hCf
holm. Nelson Torrey, and Robrr mg all the blood vrr . els in the body
.
Watts; Orade 5, Dorothy Brazier, is first detected in the back ol the , aunt‘ Mrs Frank Salisbury returned
Monda
Bath
visit with
Frederick Brazier. Irene Brooks, Al eve
fred Frankowski. Robert Hail. Daniel
Lakeman John Spear and Gerald
Richards; Grade 6. Beulah Curtis,
Jean Cushing. George Grafton, Mar
jorie Jordan. Phillip Kalloch, Law
rence Kangas, Marion Maxey,
Oeorge McLain. Josephine Mitchell,
Marlon Olsen, Donald Reilly. Carl
ton Sawyer, Ruth Snowman, and
Oeorge Tillson; Grade 7, Gilbert
Beattie, Roy Bell, Virgil Beckett,
Carl Brooks, Rosemarie Ccnti. Maxiue Foster, James Oillchrist, Barbaj-a Hunt, Joan Jenkins, Loren
Jordan, Edwin Leach, Walter Rob
ertson, June Robinson and Paul
Thorndike; Grade 8. Phyllis Hall. ;
Mary Luce, Peter Lynch, Hose
Mitchell, Harold Peters, Audrey
Sinunons, Benjamin Smalley and
Ida Watts.
During the installations am! cen
tennial celebration of the Knights
of Pythias and Pythian Sisters at
Watts hall Feb. 8. the balcony will

:
Hear the murmurs
of pleasure when
the family tastes
this cake!
• Here’s a layer cake with the well
loved flavor of old-fashioned choco
late-covered molasses candy. A lit
tle molasses gives the frosting a
delicate, deligh'ful tang, as welt as
a lovely fawn color. Chocolate decorettes rim the cake, making a strik
ing finish for the satiny swirls of
frosting. And the cake itself is even
grained, "chocolatey” and velvettextured. Serve Orleans Chocolate
Layer Cake for parties or for a spe
cial dessert, most any time—It al
ways creates a sensation.

I-ovely to look at
-easy to make
Here's where you "skyrocket" your
reputation for fine cooking—and so
easily! Just follow the simple direc
tions at the right, but be sure to use
the new triple-creamed shorten
ing, Spry, because you do want
to have that luscious flavor, that
feathery lightness.
Surprise the family—serve
Orleans Chocolate Layer Cake to
day. Don’t forget, these tender
chocolate layers are delicious with
other frostings, too.

Blend Spry, salt, and vanilla.
Add sugar gradually and
cream well.
Add eggs, singly, beating
well after each addition.
Add melted chocolate and
blend well.
Sift baking powder and soda
with flour 3 times. Add flour to
creamed mixture, alternately
with ntilk, mixing after each
addition until smooth. w
Bake in two 8-inch Sprygreaeed layer pans in moderate
oven (350-F.) 30 minutes.
Orleans Frosting
2 egg whiter
1H cups sugar

teaspoon cream

5 tablespoons
water

• 1 tcSflttl
teaspoon
vanilla

1 Ubletpoon light
moUasts

Chocolate
decorettea

Put egg whites, sugar, water
molasses, and cream of tartar
in top of double boiler and mix
thoroughly. Place over rapidly
boiling water and beat con
stantly with rotary egg beater
until mixture will hold a peak
tabout 7 minutes).
Remove from fire, add va
nilla, and beat until thick
enough to spread.
Spread frosting between lay
ers. making swirls on top.
Sprinkle chocolate decorettes
around edge of cake, making
an attractive border.
(AU mediaerwalJislkeierecipe, artltrU)

i

REGISTERED Boston terrier pups
for sale. 9 weeks old, well marked MRS
E A MATTHEWS Union
10-12
ATWATER KENT «even tube battery
radio console, for ale. perfect condi
tion. price |15 R. S JORDAN. 6 Kelley
Lane. Cltv —
io-12
PANEL truck—1934 Ford. Ill very good
condition
Priced low for quick sale,
$145. P. A CLARK. 32 Oliver St. 9-11
SEXTANT lor ale. reading to l:,0
degree,. perfect condition; also navi
gation books
Call evenings
A W.
DEMUTH. South Warren. Me
9-11
ONE of the most attractive bunga
low! ln the city for sale, six rooms,
bath, hot water heat, two car garage;
In P rf.ct condition TEL 307-W 8-10
NICE potatoes for sale 75c bushel.
while they last. STANLEYS OARAOE,
Main St., City.
8-10
BIO bargain* Men’s suits, overcoat,
top coat, ladle's tailored suits, fur coati
spring coats, dresses, shoes, radio, bed1 room set. kitchen set, safe, dishes and
I 'ther articles
ELENA PALMA
17
brew stir SI
Rockland
8-10
; D dt H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton. del Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del Lumpy new River soft,
$9 per ton. del Ask for swap for cash
tickets M B At C O PERRY, 519 Main
St Tel 487
l.tf
HARD coal for sale, $14.50; Pocahon
tas soft lumpy. $9; dry fitted hard
wood.
»10
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel
Thomaston 62________
l-tf

DRY hard wood per foot, fitted $125
8-wed $1 15 long, $1.05 M. B. A C «
PERRY. Tel. 487
J.tf

• ••• ••• ‘•’♦■••■•••••♦•••♦♦♦Il
•
WANTED
•
woon

chnnnc-s wsn'ed by SAMUEL

H OLSON, South Cushing
10-12
SOUTH THOMASTON to be held after the program. Thu WE v-ar.t 1931 lS32~and 1933 Dodge
town made a fine record last year and Plymouth cars. If you have one,
lu wad es c us, DYER S OARAOE.
and it is hoped it may be surpassed '-nine
54 Pa-k St Tn] 124-ff Rockland 10-12
Once more residents here are
this year.
GOOD pitying steady work.
Only
called upon to raise funds for the
willing worker need apply for estab
lished grocery route. No experience or
control of infantile uaralysis. As
capital required
Write Box JRE, care
There will be an entertainment of The
this is a worthy object and as this
Courler-Oazette
10-lt
is a small community each and music and readings, etc., at the' FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
for and delivered
T J. FLEM
everyone is asked to giv? whatever Orange hall Jan. 25 Thursday night call«d
ING. 19 Birch St
Drop a Card Estlma
tes
f
ree
10-12
to
raise
funds
for
the
control
of
he can to help to tills cause. Mrs.
Ice cream, WATCHMAKER — Repairing watchaa
Bernice Sleeper, chairman and com infantile paralysis.
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call aud
mittee met Friday at the home of candy, and cake will be on sale. Ad deliver. B ARTHUR MACOMBER. 2$
Amrabury St.. Rockland. Tel. 9SA-J
Mrs. Fred Ripley to plan ways mid mission, adults 15c. children 10c —
l-tf
10-lt
means of raising money. An en adv.
tertainment was decided on with I
a sale of ice cream, cake and candy.
Read The Courier-Gazette
A

•EGGS AND CHICKS!

* 'Qan^e’ijf.u.lki Dn

THREE
SHUTTERED HOUSES
BY BEN AMES WIUIAMS

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

AT THE PARK THURSDAY ONLY

.1 ounce* chocolate,
mrlte»l
2 teaspoon*
baking powder
H teanp-on aorta
1 cups sifted dour
I cup milk

*

KUBtK;
12-23

Orleans Chocolate Layer Cake
cup Spry
(triple-creamed
shortening)
-easpoon salt
t teaspoon vanilla
1 --up sugar
2 -'ggs. unbesten

FOR SALE

TANDING by themselves on Kene
saw Hill, three dilapidated man
sions cast an evil shadow of gloom over
fhe surrounding countryside. Sprawling
old houses, they were sinister and darkly

S

-•

foreboding. w
Inside one of them lived pretty June
Leaford, surrounded by taciturn, close
mouthed relatives, one of whom was a
maniacal murderer, cleverly striking at
those who stood in the way.
•
The ultimate solving of the mystery
by two of fiction's best known charac
ters, Inspector Tope end Miss Moss, is
one of Ben Ames Williams' most thrill
ing stories. How they are helped in the

solution of the crime by Clint Jervies,
in love with June, is one of the heart
warming features of the detective tale.
You'll be completely engrossed by
"Three Shuttered Houses."

CLEMENTS Reds. Rocks. Crosses Sex
Links have pep and profit ability.
Malne-C S Pullorum Clean Customers
are extra enthusiastic. Pullet chicks
In all breeds. There are good reasons,
told In free catalog Write for It now.
CI EM ENTS BROTHERS FARMS Rt 33,
Winterport, Me

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ‘
•* -♦•••••♦•••••♦••••••••••••.♦•••ii
KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys' Keys! Keys!
Locks repaired. Keys cut from code.
H II CRIE & CO . 328 Main St___ 8-tf
TO whom It may concern: I hereby
-Ive notice that I will no longer be
responsible for any bills contracted by
ny wife. Georgia A. Clark of Washing,
on. Maine (Coopers Mills. R. F. D. 2)
JESSE C CLARK. Jan. 15. 1940
________________________________ 7-8Ael0tl
ALL persons are forbidden to cut
wood or treev on my wood lot ln Owls
Head MRS RAI,PH PHILBROOK 8-10
YARN for rugs and hand knitting
Samples and knitting directions free
H A. BARTLETT. Harmony, Mo, 155-10
SKATES sharpened. H. H Crie Co
for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
St. 3rd floor CRIBS iron shop.
2 tf
MEN. Women! Oet Pep New Ostrex
tonic tablets contain tonics, ovster ele
ments. stimulants for pep aud vim
often needed after 40—by bodies lack
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine.
Vitamin Bl. Get package Ostrex today.
Call, write C H MOOR &■ CO
7-12
SEXATOL Tablets, for males only
• land product. Reconstructive mute
ncTeases metabolism and stlmuatea ■
nealthy condition, 50c and $1 per bot
tle
WALMSLEY, 373 Main 8t„ Rock-

SPECIAL OFFER!'
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets
A clean, smnolh sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for lypewriter.

Only 37c
FOR 300 SHEET PACKAGE

Wc Do Not Break Packages

BEANO—JAN. 27
WATTS HALL. THOMASTON
7.30 P. M.
Benefit Finnish Belief Fund.
.lean Hi rsholt, center, seems to approve the romance flourishing be
Refreshments
tween Dorothy l.ovelt and Rirhai. Baldwin in ItKtt Radio’s ‘‘.Meet Doctor
Auspices WUHams-Brazler Post. A.I.. ( hristian." The film which stars llersholt is adapted from the nationally
10-11 popular radio serial "Doctor Christian of River’s End.”—adv.

Expectant fathers—Johnnie Davis and Jeffrey Evnn lay in a toy supply
a little prematurely in this scene lrom “A Child Is Born."
Thc thrilling story of five women]Gale Page head thc cast. The film
on the brink of their greatest ad- ! is based on the novel by Mary Mcventure.
Geraldine
Fitzgerald. Dougal Axelson, for which Robert
Gladys George, Jeffrey Lynn and j Rossen wrote the screenplay—adv.

SERIALLY IN TRIS PAPER.

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Please Turn to Page 4

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 23, 1940

Every- OtKer-Day

Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis are in
Venice. Fla.

^SOCIETY

Page Seven

Rubinstein Club

Frank D. Lamb retired merchant “Early 19th Century Music”
is today observing his 88th birthday
Was the Subject Guest
at his home on Limerock street.
Night—The Program

This And That

CAMDEN
GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

Mrs. Sadie Stiinpson ls employed
Mrs. Blanche iLermond was chair
Tel. 713
as bookkeeper al Round Top Farms. man of the program at Rubinstein
Club. Friday night, giving an in
Mrs. Eva Webster and Mrs. Allie
The midwinter meeting of the teresting paper on “Early 19th Cen
Young will be hostesses to the
Garden Club Federation of Maine tury Music''. Guest night filled the
Methodist Ladle;' Aid Society Wed
By K. S. F.
Is being held thi> week in Augusta vestry with appreciative musicians
nesday afterncon at the home of
Attending from tlris section are. Mrs. the program being one of the finest
Mrs. Webster on Sea street.
William Ellingwood, Mrs. J. A. offered this year, by club members.
An informal smoker was held Fri
Few there are who do not find
Jameson. Mrs. Edward Hellier. Mrs.
The paper dealt with the most no
day
night in honor of Sumner
Horatio Cowan. Mrs. Alan Murray table composers born in the early that lofty thoughts to exalted liv Sewall, president of the Maine Sen
ing,
and
to
revere
things
holy
fills
Enroute to Florida Mrs. Allen Wil
and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of year of tlie 19th century—Berliog,
ate and candidate for Governor, at
Leroy Stanley of Swan's Island
lard of Orono was guest a few days
West Rockport. Mrs. Orbeton will Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann, our character with beauti’ and tlie heme of Rexford Daniels.
peace.
It
was
Carlyle
who
said
hu

recently motored to Stonington met
of Miss Edith Long.
read a prose poem on "My Garden' j Liszt, Henselt, Heller, Raff and Ruman things cannot stand in selfish Twenty-five guests were present,
his sister, Mrs. Etta Sprague, and
and Mrs. Ellingwood will conduct binstein, all show a disposition to
ness. and if there .is not a religious representing various communities.
Mrs. George W. Hamiin of Court they visited Mrs. Elsie B: dges, Hill
an open forutn Wednesday morning.' drop tlie sonata form and to seek j
Mr. Sewall was introduced by Rex
street went Saturday to Portland to street, this city, on their way to
-------new- principles of procedure and | element in the relations of men, ford Daniels and Harvey Williams,
such relations are miserable and
spend the day with her parents Mr. Portland.
Miss Eleanor Bird was homo from greater variety of designs to meet
doomed to ruin. Watch this war head of the Connecticut Aeronauti
and Mrs. Ernest F. Leavitt.
Augusta over the weekend.
[ the requirements and new types of
carefully and see if Carlyle was not cal Commission also spoke.
------Several music, lovers ara planning
musical ideas.
I
Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin will enter
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Copeland and 110 attend the muslcale tonight at
I correct.
Mrs. L. B. Cook was hostess to
The one great representative of
Mrs. Castera Means attended the I g 30 at the home of Mrs. John A.
• • • •
tain the Congregational Society
TH E. Club last night, at cards and the highest forms of instrumental
Eastern Star Installation in Warren , McEvoy, Main street, Thomaston.
“Is that tiny piece of cake for me. Wednesday afternoon at her home
late luncheon. Mrs. Sherman Rokes I music was Brahms, born in 1833.
Friday night.
I
------on Pearl street.
j won first honors and the travel prize, j The austerity and sterness of his Mommie?”
_____
, Mrs, A, L. Orne is chairman of
•'No;
that
is
for
little
brother.
”
Funeral services for Everett N.
second going to Mrs. Walter Ladd. | musical character, caused the pubMiss Raychel Emerson of War- ti)e Congregational supper Wednes"What! All of that for him?'1
Duffey, 81, who died Sunday at the
-------• illo to be very slow in recognizing
ren, who w-as scheduled to appear as day night. Her assistants are Mrs.
....
home of Mrs. Maude Porter, will be
Mrs. Joseph Day of Portland lias 1 him. He is one of the few great
soloist on the Rubinstein Club pro- l. A. Thurston, Mrs. B. B. Smith,
About 70 percent of all motion held from tlie Good funeral home
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. masters of the variation form.
gram Priday, was unnble to attend. [ Mrs. Willi;, Ayer. Mrs. E. K. Leighpicture feature films shown in Ure- this afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. Wil
Henry B. Bird.
■ The branching out into variety of
ton,
Mrs
Ensign
Otis,
Mrs.
Henry
owing to illness.
liam Berger officiating. Mr. Duffey
guay are American.
-------[style and method influenced SchuChatto, Mrs. Alan Bird, Mrs G.
• • • •
was born in this town, son of Mr.
Mrs.
M.
E.
Wotton
is
visiting
Mr.
as
wpU
M
an(J
Brahms
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Andrews of Derry and Mrs. Eva Sleeper.
"Everything', said the ancient and Mrs. Robert Duffy, and had al
and
Mrs.
H.
N.
McDougall
in
Port-|
Hunpu
.
lan
mug
,
c
,
pd
,
hp
wfty
jn
Andover, Mass., nave been the guests
Dryden, "is good for something '. ways resided here. For many years
land.
Mr. and Mrs Harry A Buffurn and
of relatives here for a few days.
this respect.
And wc are still wondering what he was agent for the American Ex
j Miss Charlotte Buffurn are leaving
In closing Mrs. Lermond said, real good a dictator really is".
press Company and later conducted
The
Methebesec
Club
will
meet
j
The Christmas Sewing Club sup Thursday for Clearwater Beach,
‘Russian music followed and in
a grain business. Burial will be in
ln
the
Tower
Room
of
the
Coni[
plemented silver wedding congratu Fla., for a month’s stay. George Gay
later times Norwegian and BoheHint — Try sprinkling grated Mountain Cemetery:
munity Building at 2.30 p. m. Fri
lations with a silver tray and glass will bc chauffeur.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford I'. Welt seen here in the seclusion of their cosy
mian music have come prominently cheese on almost any .kind of soup
Tickets for the concert to be given
home al 14 Ocean street, where tomorrow they will keep open house in day. The program will be as fol- 1 forward."
container when Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
and see how it improves the flavor. by the Instrumental Organ zations
Mr. and Mrs. K C. Rankin had honor of tlieir 54th wedding anniversary. Both are natives of Waldoboro, lows: Short subject by Mrs. Pent
B. Davis of Rankin were its honor
• • • •
This program was given:
Mr. Well havinr been horn there June 14 .HULL and Mrs. Welt i Hattie
Thursday night, will be checked to
guests at a picnic supper Saturday as weekend guest, Mrs. Wallace Ludwigi having been born July 9. 1889. They kept house in Waldoboro Cumming, paper on Louis XIV and Piano
Mother: “Did you say that this
Mme.
Maintenon
by
Mrs.
Mary
day at 5 p. in.
Ripley
of
Damariscotta.
Ballade
In
H
Minor.
Chopin
night. The event took place at the
I fcur years after their marriage and then moved to Rockland where Mr.
Nocturne In O Major,
Chopin young man who calls on you is a
Ray Sweetman of New York will
Welt engaged in thc barbering business. The Courier-Gazette published Smith; Louis XV and Mme. Pom
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter C.
Mr» Mabelle Strong
magician?"
A surprise feature, in connection so recently a biographical sketch of Mr. Welt that everybody knows hls padour by Mrs. Orissa Merritt and Vocal—My Heart at Thy Sweet
be one of the prominent speakers at
Iotdd. Others present were Mr. and
Voice 'from Samson aud
Daughter: "Not exactly, but I've
witli priises, will be offered at tlie tonsorial skill while he worked as a barber, and of his remarkable knack of Louise XVI and Marie Antoinette
the State Session of the Hi-Y Clubs
Delilah).
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin. Mr. and Mrs.
seen him take a quarter and make
.Mrs Nettle Frost, ace Mrs Berrv
beano party to bc held Thursday making violins, lh- has another hobby—throwing darts, and nobody has by Mrs. Mary Cooper. Hostesses,
to be held here Peb 9-10. The local
Osmond A. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs.
PlanoRomann-.
Schumann
Willie disappear."
afternoon in Grand Army hall. ever been able to beat him.
Mesdames Laura Maxey Ruth Albee, j
Mrs Ruth Collemer
club
Ls under the direction of Fred
Leforest A. Thurston, Mr. and Mrs.'
....
The W elts w ill be pleased to receive callers tomorrow.
Vocal Members of Edwin Libby Relief
erick
F. Richards of the High
Anna
Nelson.
Oladys
Mills,
Minnie
The
Rose
Enslaves
the
Nightin

Whale
oil
lamps
were
once
used
Donald L. Karl and Mr. and Mrs.
Corps are sponsors
gale.
Rimsky-Korsakov
School faculty. Headquarters will
Harold L. Karl of Rockland, and
If I Were a Bird,
Lehinanu in the |Boston Light, the first light
Chapin Class will meet tonight j Mrs. Laurence Perry will be hos- Rogers and Madelene Jackson.
Mias Margaret Simmons.
be at the Baptist Church and will be
’ tess tonight at a silver link social,
house built in this country.
Mrs. Wullaee Ripley of Damaris
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Doherty and 1 with Miss Ellen Cothran.
Mrs. Averill ace.
Mrs. Arthur Bowley was hostess
in charge of Daniel J Dickens and
•
•
•
•
Plano
duo
—
Sonata
In
U.
Mozart
------at
her
home
on
Brewster
street.
Ascotta.
daughter Sylvia were weekend visi
last night to Mcnday Niters, prizes Mrs Ruth Sanborn. Mis, llertha l uce
William Reed.
To
keep
tiie
mind
full
of
pleasant
Mr. Jamc? Davis lias returned to , sistant hostesses will be Mrs. Willard
quartet - Diana Val-e.
Holst
tors in Boston. Mr. Doherty re
going to Mrs. Clarennce Knowlton, Plano
Mrs. Benjamin Olidden of Mel
Mrs Faith Berry'. Miss Katherine Keat memories think only of thc past
I
Melrose,
Mass.,
after
a
few
days'
Pales.
Mrs.
Lola
Smith,
Mrs.
Milton
Electric Cooking School in the turned Monday. Mrs. Doherty and
Mrs O. B. Brown, Mrs. WUliam ing Mrs. Clemlce Preston. Miss Doro that can give you this pleasure. rose, Mass., was weekend guest of
thy Lawry
Rollins and Mrs. Luke S. Davis.
new all-electric kitchen on the .stage daughter remaining fcr a longer visit in tilts city.
Hooper, Mrs. Austin Huntley, and
Sorrows come all too frequently to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Heald.
at Temple hall, Rockland, two time.
Mbs Doris Hyler, and consolation
Louis E. Quinn has returned from
hold on to them long.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Donald
L.
Karl
and
I
Miss
Pearl
Borgerson
and
Miss
FRIENDSHIP
more Thursdays, Jan. 26 and Peb.
to Mrs. John Mills. Miss Virginia
• • • •
Fagle Island where he spent the
The home of Emery H. St. Clair Mr. and Mrs Horcysecx spent Sun- [ Margaret Nutt will entertain the
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Post was awarded thc door prize.
Cornell University home econo past week.
Alvin G. Pottle. G3. died suddenly
economics director, will be in was a scene of a jolly party Thurs day in Orono, visiting their sons at i Tonian Circle Wednesday night at
mists
rank feathers for pillows and
J Riker Proctor and Arthur Huse
1 Miss Borgerson's home on State
Mrs. Lillian "^Rae entertained j Monda> night at hls hcmP Hp was
charge. Everybody coraially invited, day night when Mr. and Mrs. Ches- the University oi Maine
cushions
in
this
order
—
goose,
duck,
are
attending tlie New England In
------I street.
Mite Club yesterday at 1 o'clock des- lx)rn in thls town' EOn of a*orRe t>.
plenty of room, big, comfortablc I ter Robarts celebrated tlieir third
chicken, and turkey. Most persons ter-District Conference of Lions at
Mrs.
Ray
Foley
and
Mrs.
Ray-1
-------sert-bridge
at
the
Copper
Kettle.
|
and
p
Con<icn
Pottle,
and
chairs. All food given away. Moc*.! wedding anniversary, Mi. and Mr.vote for the goose feathers and let it tlie Touraine Hotel In Boston.
attractive dcor prize will be given Emery St. Clair celebrated their mond Moulaison won bridge prizes I Mrs. Martha Alley is visiting rela- Mrs. Seabrook Gregory and Mrs. had befn a life-long resident. He
go
at that.
Mrs Erland Quinn of Eagle Island
at
a
meeting
of
Wednesday
Eve
fives
in
South
Portland,
Nathan Cobb won high scores.
had conducted a general store for
away at Peb. 1 meeting, those at 20th anniversary and Elliot Smith's
• • • •
is a surgical patient, at Community
-------many years and even after the loss
tending any or all of the meetings birthday was observed, candles and j Club, when members were enter- j
More than 1,000.000 old fashioned Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. John Black and son of both legs continued to be active
, Ernest Johnson. Yale Goldberg
all. Onc of the other guc.su Alvin i mined by Mrs. Louis Cook.
being eligible to receive it —adv.
stereopticon sets which give a third
Milford Payson of the High
and Herbert Goodwin motored yes Jolm A. 3d, who came from Boston ( in business by using a wheelchair,
7-T-13 Perry. Itad a birthday the next day.
'dimensional view of pictures, are in School faculty, had an unexpected
I
Mrs.
Herbert
Hall
of
Summer
]
to
pend
the
weekend
with
Mr.
]
Besides his widow Mrs. Lillian'
1 Cards and banjo music formed the
terday to Portland, where they at
use in the schools of the United ducking m Lake Megunticook Sun
pastime, witli a lunch of cakes, I street, is visiting in Boston for a tended the battle of music be Black's mother, Mrs. Orace Ayers (Morsel Pottle, he Ls survived by a
States,
and here a few thought they day wlien he acccidentally walked
cookies, ice cream and coffee. Mrs. [ few days.
tween Artie Shaw's Band and Black, returned home thLs morning son. Lewville, of Rockland: a brother
had the only ones left.
into an ice fishing hole. He was
William
A.
of
Friendship
and
three
St. Clair was assisted in serving by I The W.C.T.U. met Friday in the Duke Ellington, at City Hall, spon
rushed to his home by Rexford
Mrs Clara Curtis will install the grandchildren,
Mrs. Smith. Those bidden were
sored by Harold T. Andrews Post,
A meteorite Ls really ,the only ob Daniels
Baptist parlors with Mrs. Clara
j offlcers of Golden Rod Chapter. 0.1
Charles Weir. Mr. and Mrs. David
Funeral services will be conducted ject we can lay our hands on from
A. L.
Emery in the chair. This was thc
The Women's Hospitality Com
j E. S. Friday night, assisted by
Nash. Janice Wotton. Meltiah
at tlie Baptist Church Thursday at the universe beyond thc earch. How
first business meeting of the new
mittee
of the Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Harriet Stithy Frost leaves [ H,arold ,W.
Scammon. Mr. and Mrs Walter
2 o'clock
very little we have been able to will hold a tea Thursday afternoon
I
year,
the
State
program
of
work
and
Mrs.
Golden
Munro
as
chaplain
and
Kirk, Capt. and Mrs. Harry Smith.
tomorrow for St. Petersburg, Fla.,
learn from them. The outstanding fn the Lodge House at the Snow
membership requirements tvas read
Miss Katherine Veazie as marshal. I
RELIEVE stuffiness and misery
Roland and Eliiot Smith, Mr. and
with tentative plans for continuing
_____
Corner Club met Friday with Mrs. thing is that they are sulphuric and Bowl. Mrs. J. Riker Proctor and
this proved way: Melt a spoonful
and
accepted.
Gift
subscriptions
of
Mrs, Alton Raynes, Mr and Mrs.
Iter journey to Havana. Cuba.
Ladles night at the Elks Home to- Beulah Larrabee at the home of hold the odor for many years after Mrs. Winfield Witham arc the joint
of Vicks VapoRub in boiling water,
Leland Perry. Alvin and Bernice $7 was taken towards completing
then breathe in the steaming med
' morrow night with Elks and their ^rs Mida Packard. I. J. Sliuman they fall. Wlien digging for thc chairmen of the committee, the for
the
Knox
County
quota
in
the
Na

icated vapors.
Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robaru.
Mite Club held a dessert luncheon ,riendR ,nvltpd Mr£ H<Wftrd
'had high score
grounds level at Montpelier the elec mer having charge of the teas and
THEN RT BEDTIME, rub VapoRub
Mrs. Florence Dyer, George Dyer tional Temperance Education Fund. at the Copper Kettk yesterday with
u genwal phalrman Buffp, [
tric shovel whacked into bits a large the latter of calLs.
on throat and chest to get full ben
Response
to
roll
call
was
given
with
and Mary Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Mrs. Lillian S. McRae as hostess.
meteoric stone.
.
efit of its long-continued action
lunch will be served.
Today is the last .showing of the
selections
from
tlie
Noontide
Hour
H St. Clair. Warner and Elizabeth
The prizewinners were Mrs. S. W
while you sleep. ,
■ • • •
MICKIE
SAYS
—
year's biggest and best comedy “His
And you will be
' St Clair. Others were unable to at- of Prayer column in the Union Sig Gregory and Mrs. N. F. Cobb.
Elbert Hubbard once said the Girl Friday" with Cary Grant and
Mrs. Julia Barker, will hold pri- j
delighted with
nal,
memorializing Miss
Vida
_____
' tend.
business of government is to make ( Rc5ali|ld
aJ (hp
TH'
BOSS
SEX
hu
POUT
WALT
vate
readings
Friday
to
Sunday,
[
Thompson long time editor of that ( Mr, Lizzic Maguire was tendered
I all government unnecessary. Just as Tlieat .e. Wednesday, Thursday and
TO APPEAR HARP, BUT RUUUlklG
Jan.
26-28
inclusive,
also
a
public
colunte. recently called to her Hear- a surprise party Saturday night by
A NEWSPAPER IS JUST A PLAIM
parents are bringing up children to Friday “Drums Along thc Mohawk”
cnly home; (jlso for Mrs Sara Hoge
daughter Mrs. Ernest Gray at circle Sunday night at 7.39 at 82 j
Business paoposmou, aud rr
do without them.
New
County
road.
Tel.
787-W,
RockI
in technicolor with Claudette Col
IS UP TO HILA ID COLLECT FOR
of Alexandra. Va.. retired National her hcme on Grace street. Tlie eve• • • •
land.
10
13
bert, Henry Fonda and cast of thou
EVRNTHIWG
IN
TH
PAPER
THAT
Officer. who has visited for a num- j ntng was spent socially and dainty ,
We all think of tobasco as the
AIUT STRICTLY NEWS, SO U£
sands, will be the feature.
ber of summers in Rockland, guest jjunch was served featuring a prettily '
[ name of a well-known and fiery
KIM PAY MIS SILLS
See how easily these Modem Servants prepare
Subscribe to Tlie Courier-Gazette
Lawrence Yates has returned to
of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence. Her hus- i decorated birthday cake made byI sauce that we enjoy on our meals
Baltimore, after .‘pending a week
band was a nationally known hor- Mrs. Gray. The honor guest was
wo da not take too much. The
BETTER MEALS WITH LESS WORK
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
tlcuiturtst and grower of roses. A' presented a purse of money oy the
name really belongs to a superior
A
Yates.
letter from Mrs. Hope Brewster of [ guests present who were: Mr. and
at your 1940 Series of
quality of mahogany tliat grows in
Miss Louise Reed of Augusta was
Yakima Wash., was read. The com- Mrs. Clarence Spear, Mr. and Mrs.
IN
the State of Tabasco. Mexico.
weekend guest of Jennie Yates.
mittce on legislation reported let- | Harold Drewett and daughter Mary,
• • • •
BANJO
An important meeting of the di
GUITAR
ter had been written to senators Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kenniston,
Did you know that as a parachute
MANDOLIN
Hale and White asking that they Mrs. Martha Kalloch, Mrs. Roland
begins to open, a tiny whirlpool of rectors of the Chamber of Commerce
to be presented in
By
vote for the Johnson bill, prohibit- Starrett, Percy Kenniston and
air forms below the peak of tlie will be held Wednesday at 7 30
EDDIE
SMALL
ing advertising of liquor on radio daughters Alice and Elizabeth
dome? Tills ball of air continues to at th- Elm street school.

Mrs. Carl F. Snow, president of
the Knox Memorial Association, is
entertaining at her home on Talbot
avenue tonight, the board of direc
tors of tlie Association and their
wives, with a picnic supper called
for 6 o'clock. The business meeting
of the directors will be held along
witli a social hour.

STUBBORN
HEAD
COLDS

VJSSS

It’s Easy To Stay Young Electrically

INSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOLS

programs; also to Representativ - Herbert Kenniston, oil of Warren,
Smith (or the Guyer bill regulating Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sullivan, Sylvia
motion pictures, block selling and and Sonia Curry,. Ernest Gray and
blind booking.
I thc honor guest Mrs. Lizzie Maguire.

BE HEAD GIRL
in the

Maine Music Co.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
39S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MB
TEL. 708

Wednesday-Thursday
A BEAUTIFUL STORY
THAT WILL STIR
YOUR EMOTIONS . . .
AND OPEN YOUR EYESI

Social
Whirl!

Today and Wednesday

fell BORIS KARLOFF

Willi Our

OUR NEW ELECTRIC KITCHEN

$7 Steam Oil
Permanent,
$5.00
Other Permanents
from
$3.00

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
By Miss Ruth Cluff

AND UP

JANUARY 25, AND FEBRUARY 1

To Our Patrons—Please notice that AL, RUTII and NORMA
will br at the IJoston Convention January 39, 30 and 31

THURSDAYS AT 2.00 P. M.
Attendance Prize to be Given Away at February 1 School, based
on total attendanre of all three schools
EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED— ALL FOOD GIVEN AWAY

POWE

J

TRY OUR FAMOUS

on the stage of the

CENT

MARGARET LINDSAY

PRE-CONVENTION
SPECIALS

INE
MPAMY
7T13

aow OERALDIh

FITZGERALD

•LAOYS OlOROI * JIPPRIV LVNN-OAll PACE
l«M|»rHlM-BkMSsd H lUyd Ba»»*A WARM* ««. PMM
Sum Ms w BakoM
«<S*wa*

« • Pm» *»

Amm«

NOW PLAYING
‘SHCP ABOUND THE CORNER'
MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART

Friday and Saturday
Have you tried one of our Remote Control Permanents?
Well—they bring us a new factor in heat control

AL’S

HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 826
7 9’10

“THE GREAT
VICTOR HERBERT”
MARY MARTIN, ALLAN JONES

Strand

Hhowz Mat. 2.00. Eve. 0.10. aso
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
Bunday. Matlne. 3 o'eloeli_____

BRITISH
INTELLIGENCE
THURSDAY
LT

ItDIO'S

fMIOUS
CHHIWU’
NOW OW f»L
SCKIW!

ntHRISTMN

ooioTHf ioven

Rtltlt lAlONIO

zro RADIO P’C'u'i

Plus Tally-Ho, $25

expand until it forces the lower
Electric Cooking School in the
walls of the parachute to open, and
there you are. ready to land in the new all-electric kitchen on the stage
at Temple hall, Rockland, two
top of a tree or a bed of roses.
more Thursdays, Jan. 26 and Feb.
• • • •
At long last. .Boston is to have 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
tiie equestrian statue of Paul Revere C: or‘omlts director will be in
'and so Paul rides to base alter the c^ar8*- Everybody cordially invited,
long 50-yecr wait.
j l>lpntY of room, big, comfortable
• • • •
| chairs. All food given away. Most
Who would not like to take a good attractive door prize will be given
hard fist to the person who is al- awaY at p<‘b 1 meeting, those atways mixing syllables and sense, tending any or all of the meetings
such as this—It doesn t make a being eligible to receive it.—adv.
diff of bitterancc, and Birthington's
7-T-13
Washday, and Fourth of Ju-New
1VHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
Year.
• • • •
THE COURIER-OAZETTE
; Pigeons are doing their work in the war for thc Royal Air Force.'ff
The pigeons are recognized as very'
useful and a number of them are
j trained to fly home at whatever
[point they are released from planes
THEATRE
, and bring whatever message has'
been tied to their slender legs.
.
....
WED.-THURS.-FRI.
An immigrant tree in Florida, the I
Australian pine—in source of war! HENRY FONDA and
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
clubs in the Soutli Seas) is the fast
est growing rayon crop in this!
“DRUMS ALONG THE
country. This tree scatters its
MOHAWK”
! seeds to tlie four winds and grows
rapidly in the sandy coral rock
LAST TIME TODAY
earth. The extract of wood which
CARY GRANT and
makes rayon is alpha cellulose, 87
ROSALIND RUSSELL
percent alpha cellulose is tlie mini
In
mum requited for rayon manufac
“
HIS
GIRL
FRIDAY”
ture, and the Australian pine has
yielded 90 percent and better.

ComiquE

Every-Other-Day
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HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

FORMER BANKER A SUICIDE

By CLYDE H. SMITH,
Representing Maine’s

Second

Congressional District

Body Of Earle McIntosh Found On Warren-

T^^’On

They’re Learning By Doing

Who Must Answer 232 And Works Great Changes
—In Town Of WashingQuestions When the Cen
* «
ton, For Instance .
sus Man Comes

Rockport Road Saturday Afternoon

“Thou Shalt Not Kill”
here and there, always lawless and
It has been exactly 100 years Editor of The Courier -Gazette
vindictive in attitude. It savors of
The Nation's Capital. Jan. 24
since Uncle Sam conducted a comIn hunting for one special item
(Special to The Courier-Gazette) Hitlerism. The Gavagan bill, makplete farm census throughout the how often it ls we find many other
Earle McIntosh, who served the ton National Bank
The above quotation is from the ing a county responsible for a
United States. This fact was made interesting things and ln this case
Then the United States took its known yesterday by Miles A. Allen, no exception and on second thought
mast read book in the world. It is lynching which occurs within its unexpired term of the late M. R
Qf
Mnsus ,n j begfln
up on flndings with
one of ten commandments that herders, will11 go far toward the final Pillsbury as president of the Knox place ln the World War .1917) and
Mainp
he
were the basis of law long befot? extinction of this revolting crime. County Trust Company, committed young McIntosh, who was a memIf you have read these Washing suicide Friday night or Saturday ber of the Naval Militia, entered received frem Washington sample
the Magna Carter or the DrclarIn 1530 the population census tells
tion of Independence. If ever a ton stories, the past three years, or
copies of the schedule to be carried us that Washington had 645 people,
commandment was entitled te res have been otherwise familiar with
out by enumerators who will en old. middleaged and young. Now in
pect by reaon of ancient and sacred my lwbit, you must have noted my
1940. when the count is again made
gage in the farm census.
origin, this cne should be consid custom to speak fearlessly on cur
If the Department cf Commerce I am wondering, will there be moie
ered. It is, moreover, in accord rent issues. It is not the easy way
has little information on the Ameri- or fewer people in the town? People
* h Ic'rals oi humanity and mercy. but it is the best way. You may
can farmer now it certainly will move into town and move out;
To the extent that we observe it, ccunt cn its continuance
have masses of statistics on hand people get .married and have familWc are living in a Democracy.
wp distinguish ourselves from the
when tiie census for the schedule tes -some remain ln town, some
brutes.
For this we shculd be ever grateful.
Includes an even 232 questions that leave) and some die in town ail In
Homicide ( Murder most foul, as especially as we note many parts
l ie farm operator will answer.
the natural course of events.
in th best it is”) has ever been re'he world where the people have
It was in 1840 that the govern- ' I took a memory trip over the
garcl.d as the most heinous of ruled or have heretofore had a conment last conducted a complete town in all sections and checked up
ciimes. Tlie Everest punishments sioerable voice in government, passcensus and since that time na- each family for old. young, marare provided—death in many States. lR8 into Dictatorships But the
tuially, American agriculture has ried and single. I found once prosMaine abolished capital punish- premotion of the general welfare in
assumed a commanding position in perous farms now abandoned and
mer.t, long since, and in states » Democracy assumes that the peothe world's commerce which makes buildings part falling into decay. I
where it is retained, the penalty is plc
keeP lnfcrmed—no single
it all the more important that the found once abandoned farms now
lrTicted cnly after a very careful taslc
census—starting April 1—be com owned by foreigners and fast be
trial in which the accused is given
There are many sources of inforplete in every detail.
ing brought into cultivation again.
every oportunity for defense He mation but. of these, newspapers—
The census falls in the following Finnish people predominating and
must b? proven guilty "beyond a *'**kly and dal.v—are the most Un
general groups: Farm tenure, acre one Swiss couple which lives in
reasonable doubt.”
portant. Hence you must Join me
age. values of farm, mortgage debt town following out the customs of
But we have a crime—lynching— 1R gratitude to the papers of our
and taxes, other land owned by in their own land and enjoying life as
licre in America (almost unknown Congtess.onal District which have
dividual farmer, work of farmer on It goes on day by day. Then I be
elsewhere, even more atrocious Printed my letters for the past
his farm and off farm, irrigation, gan to think of many of the town's
than murder It is murder with three years and for their willingamount of cooperative selling and people who were here when I first
fiendish inhumanities. There are r3SS to continue the service
purchasing in 1939. farm labor came to the town to live in 1889.
always many participants and often ’ The 'deal thiR8 would be to sit
(number employed over 14 years of where they were if living and ol
thousa-.ds of witnesses to be brutal- down m every home aRd confer on
age i. farm expenditures in 1939. the many great changes time had
izrd by the hortible experience. It Questions of the day. What a Joy
farm machinery and facilities, soil WTought during this period of time.
ls execution without trial and with were " possible! Next to that may
improvement, crop failure, double
Of the early married couples
no safeguards to make oertain that he counted weekly letters on public
cropping, amount of livestock and whom r ha(|
there are very
thc victim la the guilty party.
’hich you may read in your
livestock products, crops harvested. fw nw left Thpre are ^dowers
Every constitutional and legal right home paper.
m 1939, small grains Ugesbed. hay maidpn ladl„ and
and a
Ycur comments and suggestion.-, morning by shooting himself through the U. S Navy with the rank of a crops, clover and grass. misceUane- good number of youngtr
is vio'ated. Nothing could more
but
certainly and effectively teach dis are invited; they will be helpful. the forehead with a 32-caliber re lieutenant in the U. S. Naval Re- ous crops, horticultural specialties. of aH the early marrJed couples of
regard for all law and disrespect
volver. The scene of the tragedy was serves. He served on the battle- small fruits, value cf products used the
and thp ..Qav
for the orderly processes of society
a gravel bank on the road leading
j and of forest product sold.
j fan find ,n thp
onJv
. ...
_
ships Virginia and Mississippi and
The Gavagan Bill, now pending
from West Rockport to Warren, and
Under these general questions four couples
whQ
mQre
it was there that Lamont F Toiman Transport America, and convoy and there are a great many sub-diviin Congress, makes a county in
than, or about -50 years of life to
which lynching occurs liable for Rockport Man Wants To of Warren discovered the half frozen transport duty carried him into' slons from which will be drawn a
gether. These couples are Mr. and
He
was
in
the
monetary damages. It is based cn
Know Why the Prejudice body Saturday afternoon
| foreign waters
minute picture of thc operation of
Mrs. W. W. Light, married Aug. 18
Tolman notified Deputy Sheriff Naval Service two years and six farm operation.
the principle that, if a citizen knows
—
Has
a
Suggestion
Robert A Webster at the Court months, receiving his discharge at ! The final tabulation of farm cen 1881; Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Over
his county will be thus assessed and
House,
and Sheriff C Earle Ludwick Hoboken. N J . from the America sus figures Should prove of tre lock married Jan. 10. 1890; Mr. and
hls taxes increased, he will Join with
Rockland. Jan 20.
and Deputy Sheriff Emest Gray He remained a member of the Re mendous importance and interest to Mrs. Minot Lenfest married Oct. 11.
his neighbors to prevent the crime. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
1801; Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Pierpont
went
at once to investigate. They serve Force until 1926. however.
Many states have similar laws If
all interested in agriculture in all
Would it be permissible to ask
married Oet. 31, >1891. These four
Returning to civilian life, Mr. Mc its phases
the states where lynching is most Mr and Mrs. John Public through found the body lying face downward
couples have lived their entire mar
prevalent would enact them, there the channel
your paper why- on the frozen ground, and did not Intosh was with the Security Trust
ried life in the town.
would be no need for federal legis seven cut of every 10 persons are learn the identity of the victim until Company as auditor and vice presi- j
RAZORVILLE
It does not seem possible there are
Sheriff
Ludwick
examined
the
autodent,
and
when
the
Kncx
County
j
lation.
prejudiced against the fox and
------so
few, and if there are any others
mobile
and
found
the
car
license.
Trust
Company
was
formed
he
beAnti-lynching bills have been be would like to see them extermin
Letters from Mrs. Blanche John- i have overlooked I stand to be corcame treasurer, a position which he
fore Congress almost constantly for ated? The fox is one of tlie great bearing Mr. McIntosh’s name
Medical Examiner H J Weisman had held until his election as ptesi- ston who is in Long Beach. Calif., rected. I can name many couples
20 or more years This persistent est game animals and provides a
tell of her enjoyment of tlie climate Who have been married 35 to 45
agitation has lead to their adoption world of sport It is not only a made a careful examination of the dent of the institution last October,
i in that fair State where she is pass- years—boys and girls who have been
body
and
was
left
in
no
dcubt
as
to
In
thc
annual
meeting
which
took
in many states, as above noted, and beautiful animal, but also very
to a reduction in the number of crafty, and I wonder If it is the true lte 1,61,18 a case 01 su,clde Hts ver-1 place early this month Mr Mein 1 ing the winter with friends.
my pupils in school as have also
tosh was succeeded by a former presdiet was rendered accordingly
Ralph Hannan ls residing at the their children, but of thc older
lynchings.
[sportsman who wishes their exThe remains were taken to the 1 ident. Morris B. Perry, and was re- John B. Howard place for a time couples—of all the couples that I
The whole idea of a Democracy is termination or some other factor,
Burpee Funeral Home on Limerock named as treasurer. At a more re- J uitile engaged in hauling out wood knew—50 years leave but a few;
self-government. Mob action ls a
Personally I have hunted foxes
street where services will be held at cent meeting Ler.dcn C. Jackson was on the Mace lot
Father Time has taken toll by one's
confession of failure and lynching for a good many years and I know
is its most revolting manifestation I of no cleaner or better sport with 2 o'clock this afternoon, Rev. Cor- elected treasurer. Mr McIntosh hav
Ed. Ludwig is ill with pneumonia. two's as seasons roll.
ing tendered his resignation.
win H Olds officiating
Clara S. Overlock
Mrs. Odell Bowes has been visit
“Nor shall any person ... be de- | hounds. It may be true that they
The deceased was a past com
During the years which ensued
ing at Maud Howard's. Edith Over
prived of life, liberty, or property ; catch a few hens, pheasants and
since the time of his birth. July 14 mander of Winslow-Holbrook Post, lock was a caller there Thursday.
MEDOMAK
without due process of law;” says rabbits occasionally but after all
1888 Earle, McIntosh had a busy- A L.. a member of Aurora Lodge.
• • • •
our Constitution Lynching grossly ue all have to eat to exist
F_AM . and a past president of the
career.
Miss Addie McLain visited recentlv
violates that provision.
Mrs. Carrie Clark
Would it not be better to levy a
Steamboating engaged hls atten Kiwanis Club.
Funeral
aervices
were
conducted
aunt' Mrs
M,ller af
Those who oppose the Oavagan tax, to be carried by ihe fox huntHe was married June 14. 1924. to
tion for a brief period after he
anti-lynching bill tell us that sum- er and trappers to reimburse th* graduated from Rockland Commer- Miss Mona Miller, who survives him Thursday for Mrs. Carrie Clark, 88. Dutch Neck.
Horace Prior went Saturday to
mary Justice (?) imposed by a body persons who suffer the loss caused
President Morris B. Perry Issued at her home where she had resided
cial College, being in the employ of
Saco
where he has employment.
of indignant citiaens teaches res- by the fox. but first let us be sure the Eastern Steamship Companv
the following statement after learn nearly all her life. Rev. A. T. Mc
pect for law—lessens crime. It would that lie U responsible for the things
Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Benner ol
Whorter
of
Augusta,
friend
of
the
ing
of
his
predecessor
’
s
suicide;
Dec 9. I960, he entered the em
be extraordinary indeed if that were he Ls accused of.
"The unfortunate affair has noth- family, delivered a comforting ad- Friendship were recent guests of
ploy of tlie Rockland Trust Cornthe result of any lawless act; the ' Where are all the fox hunters? pony and was with that institution lng to do with the Knox County dress. The bearers were her sons Mrs. Benner's parents, Mr and Mrs.
contrary is what you might expect ! Let s get together and fight. If until it was merged with the Be- Trust Company. The banking be and grandsons. Charles of Hyde Norman Carter.
They tell us also that the Oava- necessary, for the preservation of a ^i-y ymst Company tn 1916 He partment made a thorough exami- Park, Mass.. J. Stabin of Readfield
iMrs Orren McLain, son Dennis
gan bill is unconstitutional. The . great sport and the fox
was with that corporation only a nation of the Institution within a and son Lowell. Sydney Humes of and Mr. and Mis. Ira Teele were
founding fathers made few mis
Rockland visitors recently.
Kenneth F. Knight. , month, being called to Thomaston few weeks, and reported its affairs Stickney Corner.
takes, but if the instrument framed
as acting cashier of the Thomas- ln perfect condition."
Ira Simmons and daughters Sadie
Those from out of town who atMr. Knight enclosed the follow
by them m the Constitutional Con
j tended the services were her niece. and Dorothy are visiting Mrs. Thelvention of 1787 does not permit ing communication which may be
Mrs. Edwinna Thurston of Portland. ma Bramhall ln Friendship
Hatfield, entomologist at the Uni Charles H Aitken, Andes. N Y.
us to legislate against the crime of of interest to the fox hunter:
Fox hunters and farmers alike Mrs. Ilda Russell of Warren. Mr.
Mrs. Florence Osier and son David
versity
of
Minnesota,
tlte
content
of
Defending the Fox
lynching it needs correcting—
should place a high value on Rey and Mrs. Arnold Morton and daugh- visited Sunday with her mother
92
fox
stomachs
was
examined,
and
Editor,
National
Sportsman:
should be amended. Tlte only way
nard. both as a game animal and ter of Augusta. Mrs Wesley Hilburn Mrs. Willis Hilton at Broad Cove,
to determine is to enact an anti Those of your readers who like fox showed that only from four to six as an effective means of control
of Gardner, Mass.. Silas Bowler and
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman werp
lynching bill and. If the question hunting may be interested to hear percent of the bulk was pheasant
ling rodents and insects that cost daughter of Palermo and Mrs. Edith recent visitors ln Cushing.
is ever raised, let the courts decide. some new data on the winter feed material, and that from 56 to 60 American agriculture millions of
Overlock of Augusta.
jgjj Lizzie Maloney of Cushing
Lynching is but one of the mani ing of foxes—data that seems ample percent was composed of rodents— dollars annually. This magazine
A profusion of beautiful flowers «as recent guest of her daughter.
rats
and
mice.
Perhaps
the
fox
proof
that
our
friend
Reynard
may
festations of an invisible govern
has previously gone on record as Spoke in mute testimony of respect Mrs. C. H. Shuman.
ment which terrorized the nation, a be a friend of tbe farmer, and un should be given more protection,
favoring greater protection for th- for the departed. Interment was in
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman are
as
both
as
a
game
animal
and
as
a
few years ago. now happily subdued deserving of his classification
fox; believes that a reasonable Razor ville cemetery
visiting their children in Camden.
in Its activity but still at work. vermin. According to Donald H valuable friend ol the farmer.— amount of hunting will keep the
species from becoming too numeri
ous.
—Editor of National Sports
New Plymouth Panel Delivery for 1940
man.

Defends The Fox

CUSHING
—

a/, — -

Two ,<w Plymouth Commercial Cars were an | springs and steering post gearshift are standard, and
nounced by ihe factory this week. Shown above is i the large panel body contains more than 124 cu. ft.
a new 1940 Plymouth Panel Delivery—just added to of load space. Plymouth's L-head "Floating Power"
the line in company with a new all-purpose “Utility” I engine, four rings per piston and other quality fea
osdan. Both combine passenger car beauty and tures mean lower operating costs for commercial
car operators. Its size makes it ideal for many
comfort witli generous load-carrying space.
The new Panel Delivery is mounted on the big businesses that have been using vehicles too larpr
“luxury-riding” chassis of the 1940 “Rosdking," which for their requirements, because the only other che'
hae a 117-lnch whrrlhase, Individual coll front was units of too little load space.

Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Deman were
callers Wednesday evening of Miss
i Mina Woodcock.
The Neighborly Club was pleas
antly entertained Tuesday at the
i home of Miss Cora Fogerty It took
i the form of a "Resolution Party.”
t and amusing were some of the reso
lutions for the New Year, although,
sad to relate the members admitted
they had already gone the wa(y of
most New Yerfr resolutions. These
officers were elected: President, Ed
na Powers; vice president. Barbara
Fales; secretary and treasurer. Mrs.
Mae Davis: flower committee Mrs.
Helen Hoffses. It was voted to sub■ scribe to the Geographic Magazine.
Thc next meeting will be Feb. 20
! with Mrs Barbara Fales.
The supper at the town house
(Wednesday for the benefit of "The
j Finnish Relief Fund' of which W.
B. Holden is chairman for this town ;
! was sponsored by the Ladies Aid So-1
ciety and proved to be a success, the •
sum of 421 being realized. Special
mention should be made of Miss i
Barbara Fales who worked hard in
soliciting and collecting ifood, also
in other necessary things

MURDER!

ROBBERY)
RUTHLESS, determined killer ha« itruckl
The occupants of Kenesaw Hill's three shuttered houses

ere living in nameless terror, dread uncertainty.

fire of ambition burned to the last,
and I know she would be very proud
of her girls if slie were here. Her
Mrs. Orman Beverage Tells portrait given me then, and Vin
Of the Millay Children cent's from a paper with her poems,
are among my choicest possessions
and Of Their Mother
Mrs. Oram Beverage
Camden,
Jan.
22.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

Twas A Happy Home

I was much interested in the
article concerning the advance
ment of the Millay sisters in their
chosen vocations, as their mother
(Neil to me» was thc dearest friend
I ever had She was a practical
nurse and was with me when my
oldest son was born
Mrs Millay played a very impor
tant part In my life during the re
maining three weeks of my resi
dence in Camden I later moved to
Vinalhaven and she extended thc
hospitality of her home in Rock
port overnight, as the furniture had
gone ahead.
What a happy home that was!
Vincent. Norma and Kathleen were
nine, seven and five years respec
tively. and I had the pleasure of
hearing Vincent sing and play her
first composition. She displayed
much talent even then.
Mrs. Millay gathered the children
arcund the piano including my
oldest daughter who was four, and
.-he played the accompaniment
while they sang Tlte last number
was a march to the tune of which
they all filed up to bed
After I was comfortably settled
in Vinalhaven. Mrs. Millay came for
a few days' visit, bringing the girls
with her. As it was haying time,
we used to play hide-and-go-seek
In father's hay piles. She was very
humorous at times. I can see her
now as slie sat beside my bed with
the baby and sang a coon song to
him. but nursing was not her only
talent She also made hair goods
(wigs, switches, etc).
Her unfinished book showed her

The Youth in Business
By C. E. Johnston

P«n, S(hool> of Buuiiri)
International Corrtipondcnie
Schoolt

and industry will al
BUSINESS
ways have need for young ineu

and young women who can find betlerAvaya of doing jobs. Il is ofteu
a good plan for lhe person who
wishes to obtain a worthwhile po
sition in a particular company .to
seek a minor nr routine Job in the
tu si .'isianee. The routine methods
and procedures found in any firm
tan always be improved and. there
fore. brains and intelligence pay
large dividends when employed In
routine work.
Opportunity is not dead. During
(he new year there will be an Im
proved market for brains. Intel
ligence, and knowledge. Before
seeking a Job. however, the young
person should study himself and
determine Just what he has to of
fer. He should (hen build a sales
campaign to sell himself. He should
bear in mind that some firms can
only use certain types of talent,
whereas other businesses require
'liffprent abilities and he should,
therefore, concent rale hia energies
on seeking a type of position for
which he Is suited.
Thousands and thousands of Jobs
will be filled in 1940. but the person
looking for a position must remem
ber that there is no substitute for
knowledge and ability. The appli
cant for a job may havc to com
plete new aptitude tests snd fill out
more elaborate questlonnalrea than
ever before, but ln the end It will
be the intelligent and trained per
son who gets the position.

Buy Yourself rich—through clas
sified offers

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

LETTERS
Will be given by The Courier-Gazette in con
nection with its subscriptions.

First a

Powerless

officials could not stop the wanton murderer.

Again Inspector Tope and Miss Moss solve the elmostperfect crime, aided by June Leaford, resident of one of

,

terested expressions. They make
tiny reproductions of the flrst com
mercial phonograph, telegraph keys,
and similar objects. The lad at tbe
to next Christmas.
Not these 10-year-olds from the left is tightening a brass rod and
Greenfield Village Schools In Dear centering it in a lathe chuck.
In groups of ten. these Greenfield
born, Michigan. The big thrill in
their lives will be the summer vaca Village School boys had a dream
tion of 1940. They hope to be back summer last season, spending a few
then at the Ford Exposition at the hours each day at the exhibit, and
New York World's Fair, where this the rest of the time In a 21-room
photograph was made.
mansion on Long Island. They had
They loved demonstrating their , seven servants to care for them.
school work at the quarter-size 1 and their own teachers, not to men
machines In the Edison Institute tton their own tennis courts, base
Exhibit-there—a diminutive repro ball field, private swimming beach,
duction ot the famous Thomas Edi private pier, and even their own
son machine shop at Menlo Park. radio transmitter to talk to their
New Jersey. T e original shop is fuihers and mothers each day
now in Greenfield Village.
They found It quite the most exYou can tell how the young t ,) jci’tng summer of their lives, they
feel about their work bv their in 1 confided.
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ARSON!

murder, then a fire in their reign of horror.

OST youngsters of this age are
looking forward to the Easter
M
bunnies about this time—or maybe
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the grim dwellings, and Clint Jervies, who loves her.

Read this exciting, fascinating tale of love against
crime.
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"Three
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